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Court refuses
to intervene
in election
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Court of Appeals on Monday refused to intervene in a
Georgetown local option election on whether to allow limited legal alcohol sales.
The Temperance League of
Kentucky asked the court to
either halt the election or the
counting of ballots. Chief Judge
Paul Gudgel said if an appeals
court later finds in favor of the
Temperance League, "the
results of the election would
be easily nullified."
A Franklin County Circuit
Court judge last week ruled
against the Temperance League
and said the law creating a
new kind of local option election is constitutional.
The 2000 General Assembly allowed local option elections in all dry cities or counties to permit sales of liquor,
wine and beer by the drink in
restaurants that seat more than
100 people and get more than
70 percent of their income from
food sales.
About a dozen such elections are scheduled to be conducted on Tuesday.
The decision by the appeals
court only affected the Georgetown balloting, but was watched
by election officers in the other
communities where elections
are to be held.
The Temperance League
said the law is special legislation prohibited by the Kentucky Constitution because it
applies only to large restaurants.
Opponents of the law could
still ask the Kentucky Supreme
Court to intervene before results
are made official.

AG: Officials
violated law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Officials in Shepherdsville violated the . Open Records Act
in refusing ,to say how much
was paid to settle a civil-rights
suit against the city,. the attorney general's office says.
The case involved the arrest
in 1998 of a black minister
from Chicago who had stopped
for gas in Shepherdsville.
The Rev. Abraham Lincoln
Washington claimed in U.S.
District Court that Shepherdsville police arrested him
because he was black, not
because he had done anything wrong.
Washington spent 10 hours
in jail, charged with disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and
domestic assault.
Acquitted, he sued the
police and other Shepherdsville
officials for $5 million. The suit
was settled in August.
When asked by The Courier-Journal, city officials turned
over documents revealing the
settlement but denied access
to the agreement itself.
They said the settlement
was paid by the city's insurance carrier, not with tax money,
making the agreement exempt
from disclosure.
They also said the paperwork was in the carrier's possession, not in city records.
NA/
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Tonight...Mostly cloudy. Low
in the mid 40s. Wind becoming northeast 5 mph.
Wednesday...Cloudy with a
chance of rain. High in the
mid 50s. Chance of rain 50
percent.
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Coursev re orts hea
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
is predicting that more than 60 percent of
localjegistered voters will head to the polls
today.
"By 9 a.m., Southwest Elementary had
290 voting," he said. "You expect to see
that kind of 'number at 4 p.m. There are
lots of people voting."
Voters in the cities of Murray and Hazel

are out in force to vote on whether restaurants can serve liquor-by-the-drink, in addition to numerous local races.
Early-morning voters in Hazel reported
they were unable to cast votes in the city
commission race or the alcohol issue.
"There were about seven city voters that
I know about," Coursey said. "There were
about 15 voters who went through this
morning before 6:30 and the poll worker
was not engaging the machine to allow

turnout

those living in the city to vote in those
races. We quickly got it fixed."
Coursey noted that the issue will be discussed when the polls close.
"At the end of the day, if those races
are even close, we will need to look into
what we need to do," Coursey said. "I will
need to contact the State Board of Elections. I want to make sure the people of
Hazel get what they deserve."
It was also discovered that the phone

line to the Faxon Fire Station had been
disconnected.
"I had no way of getting in touch with
them," Coursey said. "Bell South Mobility
was nice enough to loan us a phone."
Poll workers at Murray #7 at Murray
Elementary School had to go on a scouting mission outside the school to remove
yard signs and place them face down.

11 See Page 2

Sullivans file
suit against
university

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Tries photo
LEARNING PATRIOTISM...Murray Elementary School "Trailblazers" sing their way through a patriotic song during an assembly Monday afternoon in the school gymnasium.

Americans head to the polls
(AP) — In Oregon,- they mailed 'ern
in. In two tiny New Hampshire hamlets, just about every registered voter
in town showed up shortly after midnight to cast ballots. And across the
land, finally, Americans heralded the
end of the tightest presidential race of
their age Tuesday by making that most
crucial of Election Day choices: vote
or stay home.
Aftonths(A palaver and posturing,
Americans of all persuasions and politics — idealistic and cynical, enthusiastic and cantankerous — got their
chance Tuesday to wield the pencil or
yank the lever. The verdict, as has
become customary, was mixed.
Some, like Michael Duke, 22, of

Wheeling, W.Va., -craved the opporfil--Day -brings this out in stark.:relief.
Look this way: You'll find a war
nity. "I absolutely can't wait," he said.
Others, like Joe Provoyeur of Cranston, veteran or young activist rhapsodizing
R.I., said no thanks. "Pointless," he about democracy's responsibility. Whirl
around: There's an equally adamant 1groused.
Go or don't go, scoff at it or embrace can't-take-it-anymore grouch, saying votit, but it's hard to simply ignore: the ing's only a smidgen smarter than scourgranddaddy of all American Election ing the night sky for extraterrestrials.
Dozens of interviews with would-be
Days — the quadrennial, almost tribal
showcase of American democracy that voters and their won't-be-voting counends with a freshly minted leader run- terparts in recent days bear this out.
They reflect the delightfully logical
ning the republic.
"This is what keeps us a free coun- ambivalence of Elijah Conley. 54, a
try," Leonna Kennedy of Wichita. Kan., factory worker in Milwaukee. "I still
vote in every election because I think
said.
America has always been filled with one evil is better than another," he
people who stoutly straddle the border
of idealism and cynicism, and Election • See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The owners of Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course have
filed a complaint in Calloway County Circuit Court
against Murray State University, its president and its
board of regents concerning the university's organic pasteurization plant.
The complaint. filed Monday, charges the university
with creating a public nuisance; creating a private nuisance; negligence; trespass; strict liability for any harm
created; gross negligence, willful or wanton misconduct,
malice; and damages to property and health.
"We've done everything we possibly could do to get
this issue resolved without taking legal action," said
Lynn Sullivan, operator of Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
"We didn't want to get into a legal situation with Murray State."
The complaint is seeking to have the plant cease
operations at its current location. It is also seeking damages for loss of property value and for personal injury,
including pain and suffering. A trial by jury is being
requested.
Sullivan said his attorney, Henry Graddy, would be
Graddy could
determining the damage dollar
not be reached for comment Tuesday morning.
The organic pasteurization plant, located on the MSU
North Farm on North 16th Street, directly next to Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course, began operation last April.
The process of organic pasteurization, called Agronom
Process, involves taking raw organic materials, ranging
from paper to horse manure, and recycling them as useable resources, such as animal feed supplement. fertilizer or bedding.Lynn Sullivan, along with his father, James, have
said the harsh odors emanating from the facility have
hurt their business. They have also contended that harmful pathogens are being released into the air during the
process.
The two took their case before the Murray City Coun-

IN See Page 2

Salmon
addresses
Calloway
athletics

Drug stores
move to
remove cold,
diet drugs
WASHINGTON(AP)— A number of major drug store chains
are pulling dozens of over-thecounter cold remedies and diet
pills from their shelves after the
government warned that an ingredient could cause hemorrhagic
strokes, especially in young
women.
The Food and Drug Administration issued an unusually strorig
warning Monday, telling Americans
to immediately quit using drugs
containing phenylpropanolamine,
or PPA, which is found Dexatrim,
Tavist-D and dozens of other overthe-counter medicines. The agency,
which intends to ban the ingredient, asked manufacturers voluntarily to stop selling PPA-containing
drugs immediately and to replace
the ingredient with a safer alternative.
Rite Aid, with 3,800 drug stores
in 30 states and the District of
Columbia, soon will begin posting warning signs and removing
products with PPA, spokeswoman
Jody Cook said.
"We would advise our customers to check with the pharmacist
about the alternatives," she said.
CVS Pharmacy, which has 4,100
stores, and Walgreen Co., with
3,200 stores, made similar
announcements.
Dr. Charles Ganley. the FDA's
nonprescription drugs chief, said

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo
DOWN TO THE WIRE...Brian Roy, Democratic candidate for the 1st District seat in the
U.S. House of Representatives, is flanked by a group of young Democrats as he
addresses a crowd at Murray State University Monday afternoon.

Breast-feeding numbers low
WASHINGTON (AP) — Breast
milk is considered babies' perfect
food. Yet despite a decade of
encouraging more American mothers to breast-feed their infants, not
enough do. And among black
women, breast-feeding is "alarmingly low," in the surgeon general's words.
So concludes a major new gov-

ernment report that calls for a cultural shift in how the nation regards
breast-feeding — with policies to
ensure that parents are told routinely why it's so healthy, that
hospitals improve teaching of mothers in how to do it. and that workplaces make breast-feeding easier
for employees.
The onus isn't just on moms.

Support from the baby's father and
grandmothers. and clear-cut doctor's advice, play huge roles in
her decision. Yet black women in
particular too often get little encouragement. especially because their
own mothers likely used infant
formula.

• See Page 2

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Calloway County High School
administrators, coaches and parents got a pep talk of their own
Monday courtesy of Calloway
County Superintendent Dr. Larry
Salmon.
Salmon focused on the future
of the CCHS athletic program ,
highlighting long-term goals and
potential problems, as well as identifying what resources the athletic program may have to handle
those problems.
He also asked for more appropriate behavior between coaches,
players and parents following an
altercation between a coach and
a player on the boys' soccer team
at the end of the season that led
to a closed-door meeting between
coaches and parents Oct. 26.
"I would say that it's not the
best idea for parents to talk to a
coach about their child's playing
time right after a game," Salmon
said. "We want to make sure that
the lines of communication are
kept open and people interact
appropriately and fairly."
Fund-raising and how parents
and booster clubs can support Calloway County athletic teams without creating an unfair disadvantage for other teams in the program. particularly in the area of

•See Page 2
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cil earlier in the year, prompting
the council to send a letter to
MSU requesting that the plant
cease operations at its current location.
MSU administrators have held
firm to their stance that the process
does not emit any more of a harsh
odor than any other livestock facility and that there are no harmful
pathogens being created by the
process.
The university chose to respond
to queries about the complaint
through a statement issued by Jim
Rudolph, interim director of the
MSU School of Agriculture.
"Murray State University has
owned and operated the North
Farm since 1972, 27 years before
James Sullivan purchased property next to it," Rudolph said. "At
the time he moved in, 72 sows
and over 1,100 hogs per year were
there. In fact, he chose to build
his golf course only 20 feet from
a hog finishing floor. This apparently did not bother him at the
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The Murray State University Organic Pasteurization Plant on
North 16th Street is the subject of a complaint filed by neighboring property owners.
time."
Rudolph also pointed out that
the plant has received a clean
report from environmental testing
agencies.
"Now, despite 11 inspections
from the Kentucky Division for
Air Quality and the Division of
Waste Management that found no

violations or odors, Sullivan contends that the university has damaged his existing business,"
Rudolph said.
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander said Tuesday morning that
Rudolph's statement would be the
university's only response at this
time.

• Breast-feeding ...
From Page 1
"The culture of breast-feeding
has been lost, especially in the
low-income African-American community," said Dr. Yvonne Bronner
of Morgan State University, who
is working to counter the racial
disparity with education and peercounseling.
Add shortened hospital stays
and there's little time to ensure
that new mothers aren't finding
breast-feeding difficult or painful.
So access to lactation consultants
often proves key to not giving up.
"Help is available, but a lot of
women never hear that," said Kay
Sophar, a nurse practitioner and
lactation consultant in Silver Spring,
Md., who says most complaints
are easily solved problems with how
the baby's latching on.
Some 64 percent of American
women breast-feed during their
infants' first weeks to month of
life. That's better than the 50 per-

cent of a decade ago, but the
nation missed the government's goal
of having 75 percent of mothers
breast-feeding newborns by this
year.
But only 29 percent of all moms,
and 19 percent of black mothers,
breast-feed until their babies are
6 months old — a crucial time
period, says the report Surgeon General David Satcher released last
week.
The government's new goal: By
2010, for at least half of mothers
to breast-feed exclusively until age
6 months, when solid foods are
added, and for at least 25 percent
to continue breast-feeding until the
baby's first "birthday.
Why is breast-feeding so much
better than formula? Breast-fed
babies suffer fewer illnesses such
as diarrhea, earache, pneumonia and
other infections. Studies suggest
breast-fed babies also may be less
likely to develop asthma, diabetes
or childhood cancer. Their brains

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Ramona Redden signs in at the Murray Middle School precinct early Tuesday morning as another voter casts a ballot in the booth as election 2000 comes to a close. Voter turnout was
busy, according to officials at this precinct.

• Coursey
From Page 1

seem to develop faster, their
immune systems respond better to
vaccines and they are less likely
to become fat later in childhood.
But most women can breast-feed,
stressed report chairwoman Suzanne
Haynes of the Department of Health
and Human Services. "Be patient
and get somebody to help you."
Among HHS' recommendations:
—Hospitals should help women
begin the first breast-feeding within an hour of birth, teaching new
moms how to position the infant
to suckle properly and offering
prompt help with any difficulties.
Mother and baby should sleep in
the same room so the baby can
feed quickly on demand. Doctors
and nurses should encourage breastfeeding.
"It only takes a word from
physicians: 'You ought to breastfeed.' ... If the physician fails to
make that simple statement, it's
amazing the difference that makes,"
Bronner said.

THIS YEAR MAKE IT A

"There was a little bit of a
problem with signs within 500 feet
of polling places," Coursey said.
"There was a car at Lynn Grove
belonging to a poll worker with
a presidential candidate sign on
it, and I asked the worker to turn

THAT SUPPORT YOU

From Page 1

From Page 1

said.
For most Americans, this election is hardly a frantic, do-or-die
event. Democrat Al Gore and
Republican George W. Bush, while
hardly identical, aren't polar political opposites either. And the relative comfort and peace that the
past decade has handed many Americans hasn't framed this election
as a do-or-die event.
"I don't feel the urgency I have
felt in some previous races," says
Win Moses, a state legislator from
Fort Wayne, Ind. "We have a fine
choice between two basically good
people who have different directions they want to lead America
in prosperous times."
Some got an early start. Earliest were absentee voters who submitted ballots weeks in advance
— folks like retiree Richard Stei
der, who volunteers at a Sacramento, Calif., railroad museum.
"You don't belong in America
if you don't care enough to vote,"
said Steider, 77. "If you are a citizen of this country, you need to
take part in working to keep it working." Then came voters in Oregon,
the only state with an all-mail ballot — an effort to increase turnout
that seemed to be working. Secretary of State Bill Bradbury predicted 84 percent of registered voters would cast ballots by Tuesday
night.

Title IX gender equity laws, generated discussion.
"Five years ago, (Title IX) was
not an issue and people were raising money without having a second thought about gender equity,"
said CCHS Principal Randy McCalIon.
-There has to be a reasonable
amount of equity across the board,"
Salmon added. -The school district cannot promote one program
over another, and it's not about
winning or losing, either - it's
about providing opportunity."
Salmon noted that the intent of

EVENING
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
2-7-7
Pick 3:
4:
Pick
4-7-6
2-0-9-4
Pick 4:
Cash 5:
2-8-1-9
11-13-17-30-31

Shell

ALL YEAR LONG WITH
DONATIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS,
AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.
MAKE THIS YEAR A
VERY MURRAY CHRISTMAS.

In preparation for heavy voter
turnout, Coursey said an extra
machine was picked up from Mayfield Monday afternoon for Murray #9 at the University Church

of Christ.
"There are a lot of lines, and
I hope everyone will be patient
with us," Coursey said. "We will
keep the polls open until everyone standing in line at 6 p.m. gets
to vote."

•Polls ••• •Salmon •••

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
SUPPORT BUSINESSES

the car around so the sign couldn't be seen."

AT&T
Stockholders
Buy,
Sell,
Hold?

II Drug ...
1:04rP'Page 1
buyers should be alert for PPA in
the ingredient list of nonprescription cold relievers — both brand
names and generic or store brands
— and instead choose decongestant pills with the safe alternative
pseudoephedrine or use nasal
sprays.
Over-the-counter alternatives do
not exist for diet pills, however,
so dieters will have to consult
doctors about prescription-only
alternatives, Ganley said.
Healthcare
Whitehall-Robins
PPA-containing
shipping
quit
Dimetapp on Monday. New liquid
Dimetapp formulas lacking PPA will
head for store shelves next week,
with pill versions to follow. Also,
some stores are selling PPA-containing versions of its Robitussin-

the meeting was not to discourage parents and community members from supporting the athletic
program.
"We're looking down the road,
and we wanted to engage parents'
understanding of the issues and
put our heads together on ways
to generate funding without creating inequity for other programs,"
he said.
"The idea was to raise money
but keep the entire athletic program in mind, and we want to
make sure the community works
together to maximize its creativity in building the best athletic
program it can."

CF product, and some are selling
a new. non-JTA fQrmula. in .boxes
flagged with a yellow band.
SmithKline Beecham Consumer
Healthcare said people should not
use its PPA-containing Contac 12hour Cold Capsules, but five other
Contac versions contain the safe
pseudoephedrine.
Even though manufacturers
learned three weeks ago that the
FDA was preparing to act, when
the agency's scientific advisers
declared PPA unsafe, many scrambled Monday to decide what to
do.
Top-selling manufacturers that
refused to reveal their plans include
Novartis Corp., maker of PPAcontaining Triaminic and TavistD; Bayer Corp., maker of AlkaSeltzer .Plus cold medicines; and
Chattem Inc., maker of Dexatrim
diet pills.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Fire Department
• One truck and two firefighters responded to a service call at 1504
Kirkwood Drive at 9:42 a.m. Monday. Upon arrival, the homeowner had
reset their carbon monoxide detector. the MFD's detector was used and
no carbon monoxide was detected in the residence.
• Four trucks and 18 firefighters responded to an alarm at Ordway Hall
at Murray State University at 10:40 p.m. Monday. The alarm panel in the
building showed a problem with the sprinkler system in the basement.
Upon investigation, no problems were found.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Aimee L. Schroader, 27, 3820 Highway 69 S., Paris, Tenn., was arrested on a bench warrant Monday for contempt of court for failure to pay
court ordered restitution and court costs. She was released from jail by
for bad.
posting $199.90 in cash
_

DOES YOUR CAR itIEED TIRES?
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Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
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Variety of topics to be determined on ballot
(AP) - In Georgetown, Murray
and about a dozen small communities around the state, the big question is wet or dry, not Bush or
Gore. In Jefferson County, it's government merger. Statewide, the future of the Railroad Commission
and annual sessions of the General
Assembly will be determined.
Partisan control of the state Senate is at stake in 14 contested districts. A seat on the Supreme Court
will be filled. And there are six
congressional seats, three of them
bitterly contested, school board
races, mayoral contests and 34 state
House seats at stake.
The sample ballot in some communities takes up two entire newspaper pages.
It adds up to perplexing political
decisions for the 2.55 million vot-

ers eligible to cast ballots in 3,362
precincts on Tuesday. Polls are
open from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. local
time and anyone in line to vote at
the deadline must be allowed to
cast their ballots.
Kentucky law only allows voters
two minutes to cast their ballots if
someone is in line behind them,
though the law is almost never enforced and Secretary of State John
Y. Brown III said it shouldn't be.
"It's a silly law," Brown said.
The presidential contest between
Texas Gov. George W. Bush and
Vice President Al Gore, once expected to go down to the wire in
Kentucky, has now been virtually
ceded to. Bush, though Democrats
are hoping massive get-out-thevote efforts will overcome apparent
popularity advantages.

Turnout could be big factors
also in the three contested congressional races.
The 3rd District contest between
incumbent Rep. Anne Northup and
Democrat Eleanor Jordan also
mixes in some of the debate over
government merger in Jefferson
County, which is predicted to pull
voters to the polls in droves. "The
merger issue is really going to drive
turnout there," Brown said.
Republican incumbents also face
strong challenges in the 1st District
and 6th District.
Rep. Ernie Fletcher, a Republican, is defending his seat in the
central Kentucky 6th District
against former Democratic Rep.
Scotty Baesler in one of the most
expensive, heated congressional
campaigns anywhere.

And former Marshall County
sheriff Brian Roy, a Democrat, is
giving incumbent Republican Ed
Whitfield, all he can handle in
western Kentucky.
"I think there are more close
races in Kentucky this election than
I have ever seen in the last 20 or 30
years," said Eastern Kentucky University political scientist Paul Blanchard.
The 5th District Supreme Court
seat in 11 counties in central Kentucky is also competitive, if not riveting on the political radar. Larry
Forgy, a stalwart Republican who
lost at least two elections for governor, is challenging incumbent
James Keller, a 22-year circuit
court judge from Lexington.
The stakes are high in legislative
contests, at least on the Senate side.

Republicans took control last year,
but only after two. Democratic
members changed their party registrations.
For the second time in as many
opportunities, the General Assembly is also asking voters to amend
the Constitution to create annual
sessions of the legislature. If
passed, the annual meetings will
begin in January.
The other proposed amendment
would eliminate the Railroad Commission, a three-member anachronism left over from the 1891 Constitution when the state regulated
railroads.
The local option votes always
draw a crowd. Eleven of them involve a new law that allows dry cities and counties to permit by-thedrink sales in larger restaurants.

One other would allow the sale of
alcoholic beverages at golf courses.
The weather forecast is for rain
across most of the state, including
thunderstorms in some areas. Forecasting the effect of weather on
turnout, though, has historically
proven almost as difficult as predicting the weather itself.
"With as much at stake and the
closeness of the races, I don't think
the rain will have much of an impact on turnout, if any," Brown
said.
Not all the choices are Republican or Democrat. There are seven
candidates for president on the
Kentucky ballot. Four of the congressional races have alternatives
and even a few legislative races
have third party candidates.

Gore takes campaign into Election Day
MIAMI (AP) — An exultant
and exhausted Al Gore greeted
Election Day in the embrace of celebrity admirers and under a midnight sky lit by fireworks. He said
he had "no doubt whatsoever" he'd
finish the day as president-elect.
-The moon is over Miami. From
sea to shining sea, from Miami to
Los Angeles, from coast to coast
and border to border, Americans
are coming together and making a
very powerful decision that we are
not going to allow ourselves to go
back to the policies of the past,"
Gore called out at a rally on Miami's fashionable South Beach just
after midnight Tuesday.
"We're going forward with the
policies of the future — a bright future that includes all Americans!"
Wearing everything from Tshirts to business suits to tight, gold
lame pants, tens of thousands of
people lined the streets and shores
of this art deco district to see
Democrat Gore in his first Election
Day appearance. "Florida is the
place where the future ig being -born," he declared.
A cast of stars — Glenn Close,
Robert DeNiro, Stevie Wonder,

Billy Dee Williams, Ben Affleck
— were on hand, some of them
summoned there just that morning
by Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein. A burst of fireworks over
the Atlantic punctuated the speech
Gore delivered in a voice slightly
hoarse from nonstop campaigning
in this homestretch.
He bear-hugged each of his celebrity friends, the "extended family" as wife Tipper put it.
From Miami, Gore headed to a
decidedly more somber event.
holding a pre-dawn meeting with
nurses at a Tampa cancer center,
where Gore sat around a table and
talked health care.
apologize for my hoarseness,"
said Gore. "I've had to make so
many speeches I'm a little hoarse."
As dawn broke, Gore joined
running mate Joseph Lieberman to
fire up volunteers at the local campaign headquarters, delivering Cuban pastries picked up at a local
bakery and poking fun at rival
George W. Bush's campaign
schedule.
"It's almost 5:30 a.m. .Texas
time and George W. Bush is still
asleep — and I'm still speaking to
_

people," Gore said as he and Lieberman capped their campaign before returning to their respective
homes to vote.
"Do you get the feeling we
might think Florida is important in
this election?" Lieberman said.
Gore also was rallying workers
on their way to "get out the vote"
before heading home to cast his
own vote at a small school in Carthage, Tenn.
He was ending the campaign the
same way he started it — courting
Florida's 25 electoral votes. Polls
show a close race in Florida, where
an easy win was expected for Republican George W. Bush since his
brother is the state's governor. But
Gore strategists maintain that his
proposals on issues like health care
and Social Security resonate with
the many elderly who live in the
state.
Florida was the first state Gore
visited after clinching the nomination in March.
Before a massive sign that read
"Florida Victory," Gore argued that
Bush's $1.3 trillion proposed tax
cut would set the economy back to
where it was before he and Presi..

Clinton says he's not finished yet
CHAPPAQUA, N.Y. (AP) —
President Clinton says the arrival of
Election Day — when the political
stars of his wife and his vice presi- _
dent could rise to eclipse his own
— may make him wistful, but it
doesn't make him a lame duck.
"I've got another 10 weeks to
quack," he said.
Asked early Tuesday if he
would seek office again, Clinton
said, "I don't think I'm going to be
running for anything. I'm just going to try to be a good citizen."
He added, "I am going to be
happy doing whatever I do. I've
had a great life. I've been very
lucky."
Clinton flew to New York Monday night and arose early Tuesday
to vote with his wife, Hillary, and
daughter, Chelsea. They were
among the first voters at Douglas
Grafflin Elementary School. Chelsea voted first, followed by her
mother, who came out of the booth
smiling brightly. Clinton voted last
and finished minutes ahead of his
family.
-You can't put me down as undecided. I'm there," Clinton told
reporters. A line of voters snaked in
behind the Clintons and it quickly
turned into a free-for-all clamor to
greet the first family. A few voters
took advantage of the distraction
and continued to the ballot table.
Before voting, Clinton called
seven radio stations in New York,
Buffalo and Philadelphia. White
House spokesman Jake Siewert
said Clinton planned more calls to
stations and targeted states and

would spend the rest of the day
waiting for election returns.
Clinton predicted Al Gore
would win the presidential election
and the first lady would become the
next junior senator from New York,
provided that minorities, immigrants and the working poor vote
"in the same percentage they are in
the population."
-I've just got a good feeling,"
Clinton said about Gore's chances.
"I think he's run a good campaign.
I think he's really been good out

STUART
ALEXANDER
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL BOARD
NUMBER 3 ON THE BALLOT

AUSTIN, Texas(AP)— Having
seen his father's presidential campaigns end both in victory and defeat, George W. Bush looked to a
positive finish for his own twoyear, $100 million bid.
"If people do what I think
they're going to do you're looking
at the next president, of the United
States," the Texas governor told the
several hundred staff members.
friends and supporters who greeted
his arrival just after midnight Tuesday.
Meeting him and wife Laura
later were Bush's parents, former
first lady Barbara Bush and former
President Bush, who won the White
House in 1988 but lost it to Bill
Clinton in 1992.
His twin 18-year-old daughters.
Barbara and Jenna, also were joining their parents;along with Bush'S
brother Jeb, the governor of Florida; sister Doro; and brother
Marvin, aides said.
After making get-out-the-vote

there the last couple of weeks. ... I
think he's really been in gear and
you also see a lot of our people getting energized."
As for his own sentiments about
not being on the ballot, Clinton said
he was a little sad but had come to
accept it. "I've had my time, and it
was a good time," he said. "I've
loved it."
He pledged to -manage the transition well" for whoever wins the
election, but doesn't plan to go
gently into lame-duckdom.
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He also made his confidence
clear with the music at his final
rally in Bentonville, Ark., just one
last jab at the Clinton-Gore administration in the president's home
state. As he bounded onto the stage,
the speakers blared Clinton's 1992
campaign theme.
"Don't stop thinking about tomorrow, don't stop —." Here, the
music screeched to a halt and was
replaced by the booming chorus of
The Who's "Won't Get Fooled
Again." The crowd shrieked with
delight as Bush's aides donned
cowboy hats,.snapped pictures and
shimmied to the beat.
Bush was soon homeward
bound, saluting his applauding staff
as he boarded the plane with a
swaggering,"Yo!"
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four states — Tennessee, Wisconsin, Iowa and Arkansas — that
voted for Clinton and Gore in the
past two elections.
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calls to the West Coast and other
states where the contest with Vice
President Al Gore is close, the
Bushes planned to have dinner and
watch the election returns with the
family. A rally at the state capital
building was scheduled for later in
the evening.
Running mate Dick Cheney also
was heading home, to Wyoming,
for a rally and to vote Tuesday
morning before flying to Austin to
join Bush and await the returns.
On his way home. Bush said he
was happy with the campaign —
win or lose.
"I feel like I spent it all as I
crossed the finish line.- he said,
raking a hand through his hair and
did all I
shrugging tiredly.
could."
The fatigue belied a confidence
the tainpaiiii projected in the last'
day through his choice of rally sites
and music.
Bush ended the campaign with a
thumb-in-the-eye sprint through

She's been in the hospital,
and the house sure feels different
without her.
She deserves the best, so when they
asked me who's going to provide the
health equipment she needs at home,
I said,
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and higher crime, the family breakups and the repeat recessions,"
Gore said.
He argued that Bush's proposal
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EDITORIAL

Time to get out and vote
This political season has
been a spirited one for
Calloway County.
Local voters are faced
with decisions ranging
from the restaurant referendum to school board and
city council seats.
A presidential race and
a U.S. House race are also
part of the long ballot.
How good a job the
candidates and those
involved in the issues have
done will be judged today
by the number of voters
who respond to their call.
Calloway County Clerk
Ray Coursey Jr. is predicting a turnout of more than
60 percent.
Casting a vote is a
powerful way for Americans to express an opinion.
Don't sit back and let
yours go unheard.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Polls are open from 6
Displays such as this one at the Republican rally at
a.m. to 6 p.m. Those stand- Howard Brandon's farm were seen in the months leading
ing in line at 6 p.m. will

up to the election.

be allowed to vote.
Take this time to speak out. When the votes are counted, you will be glad that
you did.
— Amy Wilson

FROM OUR READERS
rant referendum. I'm sure that many in Murray
will remember that Jackson, like Murray, was a
wet "dry" town.
When liquor-by-the-drink was passed, we had
all sorts of predictions of doom and gloom just
like many of your writers have predicted. LookDear Editor:
ing at Jackson _now,, those predictions were just
After reading some of the pro-wet Tertefs---T-h-ad-- plain untrue and unfounded.
to go get some Visine to get the smoke out of
Jackson's growth since liquor by the drink has
my eyes before I could write this letter.
been explosive and dynamic. Most people in West
That is exactly what some of these pro wet let- Tennessee know that Jackson is the place to be
ters are doing, blowing smoke.
to eat, work and shop.
I have read a yes vote would make the streets
Not only has the number of restaurants grown,
of Murray and Calloway County safecand it would but so has the number of our retail stores, medalso be a vote for law enforcement.'
ical community and industrial base.
This could not be further from the truth. First
Some say that Murray will not get any new
of all, it would not slow down the crowds from restaurants if the referendum is passed.
641 South when they are just wanting a beer and
Some are disappointed that there is not a list
not a nice meal. Murray also being surrounded by of 15 new restaurants already committed to Murdry counties would have to contend with people ray. Neither did Jackson, but look at it now.
coming here for a nice meal and drinks.
Developers know that things just don't work
I as a deputy sheriff have witnessed a major that fast. The management of the new businesses
reduction in DUls in the nine years I have been must study the demographics of the community to
in law enforcement.
determine if the business will generate the profits
Why would we want to reverse the trend? The required.
reduction is due to heavy patrolling by the CalThey must be conformable with the culture of
loway Sheriff's Department, Murray Police Departthe community and fit the project into their planment and the Kentucky State Police, along with
ning and budget cycle. Land must be purchased
education.
and a contractor selected.
If you would figure the cost of what it takes
This process takes time and is generally done
to put just 1 officer on the road you would see
in strict secrecy to avoid increasing land prices
it would take a lot drinks to fund this.
and tipping off competitors who may move into
It costs in the ballpark of $50.000 by the time
this market before them.
you count the cost of purchasing a cruiser, lights,
Will major restaurants find Murray attractive'?
siren, other vehicle equipment and upkeep along
They will when your Economic Development Corwith salary, insurance, workmen's comp insurance,
poration provides them with enough information
uniforms, personal equipment and academy costs
to interest them.
for 16 weeks.
According to research, Murray has the highest
All of our cruisers at the sheriff's office are
per capita income in the region, the most educatvery high mileage and in need of replacing now
ed citizens in Western Kentucky and is a growwithout the extra wear of extra calls.
ing community.
If you don't sell enough drinks where are you
Yon have one of the finest universities in the
going to get the extra funds to put these extra
south. Th
. ease is solid with dedicated.
officers on the road that you say we will get?
has many advantages
motivated employees. Mu
Will they raise your taxes?
which will attract new busi ss and job opportuIf you really want to vote for your communinities.
ty and law enforcement please vote "no."
in Murray's
Some will ask why I am intere.
referendum. It's because I like Murray. I have a
Roger Dawson
lot of friends there. and I like doing business
1404 Purdom Road
there. I want to do more business there, and often
Alm, KY 42020
times an outsiders perception of a community is
easier to understand because there are no emotions attached. I've seen first hand what controlled
liquor by the drink sales can do to the business
and social environment of a community. It has
been very positive.
Don't allow yourself to be misled, and don't
be scared by all the rhetoric. Think for yourself
Murray already has the negative side of alcohol,
Dear Editor:
vote "yes" and enjoy the positive side and the
I travel to Murray quite frequently. I have
new opportunities that will come with it.
watched with interest the letters in the paper regarding the restaurant alcohol question. I am from
Alan Wainscott
Jackson. Tenn. and have first hand knowledge of
112 E L Morgan Drive
what will happen if Murray approves the restauJackson, TN 38305

Alcohol would
increase crime

Alcohol will
help Murray

Record turnout expected
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Election officials believe a record
number of people will cast ballots Tuesday in Kentucky, where
voting has historically not been a
widespread practice.
But if the polls are jammed,
Secretary of State John Y. Brown
III said Al Gore and George W.
Bush are not to blame.
Government merger in Jefferson County, local option elections
on alcohol sales in about a dozen
communities and school board races
across the state will push people
to the polls more than presidential contests, said Brown, the state's
chief election official.
There are also three hotly contested congressional campaigns, a
handful of legislative races, especially those for the state Senate,
and even a seat on the state Supreme
Court that voters may view as
more important to their daily lives
than who occupies the White House.
"The presidential race hasn't
been as evident here as it has in
other states," said Brown.
Once a battleground, Kentucky
is now a backwater where even
many Democrats acknowledge Bush
as the likely winner. A recent poll
showed Bush with a lead of 15
percentage points.
Brown also discounts a rush to
the polls by some amorphous army
of voters uncertain about their
preferences.
"It seems like there's been an
obsession in the media and the political pundits with the undecided
voter. I think that's been
overblown," Brown said."After two
years of them campaigning, if people haven't decided who they're
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MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

going to vote for, I think they'll "no party preference" even though
pretty much stay home."
the entire registration system directs
The staying home option is a people toward registering in one
popular one in Kentucky.
of the two major parties.
Turnout is always higher in
The Democrats, though, vote in
presidential election years in Ken- slightly higher percentages than
tucky. In 1996, 59.3 percent of their Republican counterparts and
the 2.3 million registered voters much more regularly than indewent to the polls, or just over 1.4 pendents.
million people. While turnout
Fayette County Clerk Don
ranged as high as 70 percent in Blevins said he expects record
some counties, it was less than turnout in the state's second largest
50 percent in 33 of the 120 coun- area based on early voting and
ties, with a low of 39.4 percent requests for absentee ballots in
in Magoffin County.
Lexington.
Turnout was much higher in
A referendum on merger of
1992, when 73.2 percent of the 2 Louisville and Jefferson County
million registered voters went to government will bring huge numthe polls, or 1.5 million people.
bers to the polls in Kentucky's
Brown expects to surpass the most populous county. Brown pre1.5 million mark, if for no other dicted.
reason than there are so many
School board races, which decide
more people registered to vote the governance of the largest
now. Total registration is nearly 2.56 employer in many Kentucky counmillion, largely a result of the fed- ties, also turn out voters.
And there are at least a dozen
eral motor-voter law, which registers people when they sign up for communities voting on whether to
allow sales of liquor by the drink
a variety of federal programs.
Those new voters are more in restaurants, a new local option
Republican and somewhat more created by the 2000 General Assemindependent than in the past. Not bly session and the first time liquor
so many years ago, Democrats law votes have been held on genenjoyed a more than 2-1 advan- eral election days.
"The wet-dry votes always get
tage in registration. Now there are
846,621 Republicans and 1,539,562 about 80 percent turnout. That will
Democrats. Significantly, there are jack is up in those areas," Brown
also 170,630 voters registered as said.

Florida could offer clue
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Al Gore and George W. Bush look
for an early clue Tuesday night
to foretell who will celebrate and
who will concede their long-locked
struggle for the White House, they
will check the count in Florida.
It is the first major swing-state
prize to close its polls, at 7 p.m.
EST, and, perhaps, give the first
sign of a trend, Republican or
Democratic; presidential and congressional.
Should the vote be as closely
divided as the public opinion polls,
Florida also could point to' along
ballot count to settle what has
been billed as the closest contest
in 40 years.
That said, there were no safe
guesses to be made as the campaign clamor yielded to the hush
of the voting booth.
The states that will write the
presidential future are obvious —
the big, swing states where neither nominee had a clear advantage in the polls and where both
campaigned hardest.
"We're going to watch them
all, but I think that Florida, Michigan and Pennsylvania will be among
those that we'll watch," Vice President Gore said Monday. "And
Missouri and Wisconsin."
"We feel very good about Florida," said Karl Rove, Bush's strategist, of the state where Bush's brother Jeb is governor.
George W. probably was joking when he said it would be a
chilly Thanksgiving if the Republican ticket doesn't win Florida
and its 25 electoral votes.
Polls close at 8 p.m. EST in
three other big battlegrounds. Pennsylvania, with 23 electoral votes,
Michigan, with 18, and Missouri,
with 11.
A clear outcome for either nominee in most or all of these states
would point to the winner.
A split decision or margins so
close that the states can't be called
until late Tuesday night, or even
Wednesday, would validate the forecasts of a contest tighter than any
since John F. Kennedy defeated
Richard M. Nixon by 0.2 percent
of the popular vote in 1960.
But that comes with a caveat.
Early signs can become detours,
as happened in 1960, too.
Kennedy took a commanding
lead in the East, and commentators, on television and in early
edition print, rated it a sweep or
a landslide — then watched as
his margin all but vanished in
returns from the Midwest and the

WASHINGTON TODAY

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Writer
West. Kennedy's victory was not
assured until almost noon the next
day, when Nixon conceded.
In the struggle for Congress,
early evidence that Republicans
are holding . their narrow House
edge, or that it is in jeopardy,
may come from Indiana and Kentucky, where the polls close first,
at 6 p.m. EST, with Democrats
aiming for upsets in five Republican districts.
There are three more relatively close contests in which Republicans seek to hold House seats
in Florida.
Should Democrats start registering gains in those states, they
could be on track to pick up the
eight seats needed to overturn GOP
House control after six years.
But the bottom line on the
House is not likely to be written
before Wednesday.
At least six West Coast House
seats are too close to foretell, and
could hold the balance of power.
In the Senate, early indications
of whether Democrats have a
chance at the five-seat gain needed for control will come in Florida, where they are trying to win
a vacant seat that belonged to a
Republican, and in Virginia, where
Democratic Sen. Charles S. Robb
is trying to hold off Republican
George Allen.
Democrats need to win both to
nourish even a long-shot chance
at control.
Between Texas Gov. Bush and
Gore, there could be other early
indicators.
The polls close at 7:30 p.m.
EST in West Virginia, where Bush
has a chance at overturning a Democratic presidential pattern dating
back three elections.
They close at 8 p.m. EST in

Gore's Tennessee, where he has
never lost an election and has had
to campaign to defend his home
state against a stiff Bush challenge.
In other states that start reporting their votes by 8 p.m., the
Bush column should include Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio
and, of course. Texas, among the
big electoral vote contests.
Gore is favored in states including Illinois, New Jersey, Maryland
and Massachusetts.
An upset that breaks that pattern in any of those early states
would be a powerful, promising
signal for the nominee who gains
it — and a blow to the conventional wisdom that has proven
wrong so often before in this campaign,
Gore led the final polls in the
biggest state prize. California, with
54 electoral votes, where voting
ends at 11 p.m. EST.
Public opinion polls and both
candidates say the race is razor
close, but that doesn't make it so.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan was
only 3 percentage points ahead in
the polls, too close to call.
He won by 10 points, so dominant that President Carter conceded hours before the West Coast
polls had closed.
What's expected is not always
what happens, and the early signs
are clues, not proof.
The close-call expectations about
the 2000 election have led to suggestions of a split decision, where
one candidate wins the popular
vote and the other the real election that is settled by electoral votes,
awarded state by state, no matter 'e
the margin of victory.
That has not happened since
1888, though it could again.
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Mrs. Ruth Kelso
Mrs. Ruth Kelso, 95, formerly of Rt. 7, Murray, died Monday.
Nov. 6, 2000, at 11:40 p.m. at Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris,
Tenn.
She was a member of Williams Chapel Church of Christ and was
born Sept. 9, 1905.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lois Moms
Mrs. Lois Morris, 88, Highway 94 East, Murray, died Monday,
Nov. 6, 2000, at 3:45 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church. Her husband, Toy
Morris, died in 1981. Born May 22, 1912 in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late William Joyce and Dolly Pierce Joyce.
Survivors include one son, Ronnie Morris and wife, Valerie, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Dean Gibson and husband, Rudell, Benton; one
brother, Erie Joyce, Calvert City; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR...Murray Elementary students Tanner Richardson, Hanns Vargas, Jacob Hines and
Matthew Ray struggle to free gymnast Taylor Butler, who got
caught in the cannon during the library's circus production.

Acie B. Woods
Acie B. Woods, 84, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Monday, Nov,
6, 2000, at 1:22 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired presser for Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, he was a
member of New Home Missionary Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Chloris Scott Woods, and four brothers, Boris,
Charles, Curtis and Garland Woods, all preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Marilynn B. Woods, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Genella Brown, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Mark Thweatt will officiate. Burial
will follow in New Liberty Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Walter (Tom) T. Phillips
Memorial services for Walter (Tom) T. Phillips will be today at 4
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
No visitation is scheduled.
Mr. Phillips, 73, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 3,
2000, at 1:59 p.m. at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
His wife, Mrs. Patricia Polly Phillips, and two sons, Steven Thomas
Phillips and James Michael Phillips, all preceded him in death. He
was the son of the late Walter Phillips and Esther Johnson Phillips.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Phillips, Chicago, Ill.;
four grandchildren, Kevin Phillips and Elizabeth Phillips, Chicago, and
Dawn Roberts and Crystal Roberts, Seattle, Wash.; daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Carole Roberts, Seattle; one sister, Mrs. Margaret Grove.

George Hackett
George Hackett, 82, an Associated Press newsman who chronicled
Kentucky for most of six decades, died Monday, Nov. 6, 2000. He
had undergone major abdominal surgery in early September.
Mr. Hackett started his AP career in 1944 as a wirephoto operator, and later held a number of supervisory positions including news
editor. He most recently was bureau enterprise editor.
Through his long years of service to the news agency, all in the
Louisville bureau, Hackett rose to become the fifth longest-serving employee in the AP's global staff of more than 3,500.
Mr. Hackett's feature stories won plaudits within the AP. In 1981
he was presented the Distinguished Service to Journalism award by
Western Kentucky University. His highest award came in 1988 when
he was inducted into the _Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame at the
University of Kentucky.
A native of Louisville, he attended St. Xavier High School. He
then went to business school, served 18 months in the Army, and
while working nights attended the University of Louisville for 3 1/2
years.
Survivors include his wife, Mickey, a renowned artist whose watercolor paintings have been popular sellers in much of the Midwest.

Missing Oregon girl
found after 15 years
VENETA, Ore. (AP)- A girl
missing for 15 years was reunited with her family after she wandered into a sheriff's office, authorities said.
Fallon Marie Hodges, 18, was
allegedly kidnapped by her baby
sitter in 1985. the Medford Mail
Tribune and Portland's KOIN-TV
reported Monday.
Police said Fallon had been living with a couple who left her in
Lovelock, Nev., about 90 miles
northeast of Reno, telling her they
would contact her once they were
safely away and tell her about her
true identity.
Hodges waited for a month

before contacting Nevada authorities, telling them she didn't know
her real name - but that it might
be Fallon. She said she never attended school or visited a doctor.
Investigators checked
birth
records and found a Fallon Marie
Hodges who was born in Eugene
on Oct. 17, 1982. From there, they
linked the girl to her mother,
Eveleen Strempel of Veneta. The
two were reunited Sunday.
Persian County Sheriff Ron Skinner said it wasn't clear whether
Hodges had been abducted or abandoned.
The FBI launched an investigation Monday.

Free photography contest
open to Murray residents
The International Library of Photography is pleased to announce that
over $60,000 in prizes will he
awarded this year in the International Open Amateur Photography
Contest.
Photographers from the Murray
area, particularly beginners, are welcome to try to win their share of
over 1,300 prizes. The deadline
for the contest is Jan. 31, 2001.
The contest is open to everyone
and entry is free.
Everyone has at least one memorable photo that captures a special moment in time," stated Christina Babylon,contest director."When
people learn ,about our free photography contest, they suddenly
realize that their own favorite photos can win cash prizes, as well
as gain national exposure."
To enter, send one photograph
in only one of the following categories: people, travel, pets, chil-

Goodyear critics:
Tires replaced
LOS ANGELES (AP) Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has
been quietly offering free replacements for thousands of tires in a
practice known as a "silent recall,"
the Los Angeles Times reported
Tuesday.
Goodyear acknowledged last
month that tread separation involving its 16-inch Load Range E
light-truck tires has been linked
to 120 injuries and 15 deaths.
Company officials have said a
recall wasn't necessary because it
found no defects in the tires.
The Times, citing unidentified
sources, said Goodyear has received
more than 3,000 claims since 1995
about its light-truck tires. Most of
those claims have been settled.
with consumers receiving replacement tires and reimbursements for
vehicle damage.
Goodyear denied conducting a
silent recall and claims it is providing "customer satisfaction"
replacements on a case-by-case
basis, the newspaper reported.
Safety advocates and lawyers
believe the Akron, Ohio-based tire
maker is placing thousands of drivers and passengers at risk by not
declaring a full public recall, the
newspaper said.

MHS senior honored

BRANDON KELLIE

Brandon Kellie, a senior at Mur- Club and the Murray High School
ray High School was recently select- Speech Team. As a member of
ed as a Rotary Club Student of the Debate team, Kellie has placed
the Month.
1st at the State Level.
Kellie has been a member of
Kellie was selected to attend
the MHS Soccer Team, earning a the Kentucky Governor's Scholars
varsity letter for four years. He Program, a highly selective prohas received a 110 Percent Award, gram for outstanding high school
Most Improved Award and is cur- juniors. He was recently named
rently Captain of the team.
Commended Student by the NationHe has been a member of the al Merit Scholarship Corporation.
Future Problem Solving Team, placKellie is the son of Diane and
ing 1st in the State and Top 15 Andrew Kellie of Murray. After
at the International Level. He has graduation from high school he
also been an active member of plans to study the field of medithe Quick Recall Team, Spanish cine.

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Your
Choice

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Pasta Buffet
2.99
Feast

Soup & Salad Bar
or Soup & Sandwich

P

The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration said
Monday it was expanding its inquiry
into the fatal accidents involving
Goodyear's light-truck tires.
In August, Bridgestone/Firestone
Inc. voluntarily recalled 6.5 million ATX, ATX II and Wilderness
AT tires, most of which were standard equipment on the Ford Explorer. The NHTSA is investigating
3,500 complaints ..and 119 traffic
deaths in connection with those
tires.
Incestnients Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Some prieex are now in dollars and

agliait 753-2975
.1.1.

A
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- State
corrections officials say a new
database simplifies access to information about inmates that the public already has the right to view.
The Kentucky Offender Online
Look-up (KOOL) will become part
of the state Department of Corrections Web site later this month,
said Carol Czirr, a spokeswoman
for the department. It will have
detailed information about every
inmate housed in Kentucky prisons, including a photo, information about the crime committed
and the date of scheduled release
or parole hearing.
"This is something that many
other states have already done,"
she said. "Our reason for doing it
is to make what is already public record more easily accessible."
The database will have information about all 15,623 inmates
currently in Kentucky's 12 state
prisons, as well as data about
inmates on parole. It eventually
will include prison records dating
to 1976, the year a current corrections internal database began,
Czirr said.
Penny Cook,a Louisville woman
who helped found Citizens and
Victims for Justice Reform after
her 21-year-old son was murdered
by a neighbor in 1982, called the
prison database "fantastic."
Emery Nelson, whose teen-age
son was murdered in Louisville
in 1984, agreed that the information will help victims easily keep
track of felons.
"I don't see anything wrong
with it," said Nelson, who also is
a member of the justice reform
group. "I don't know who- other
than victims or family member of
the criminals - would be interested in it."
Critics say the site may be subject to hackers -- and errors. Jerry
Cox, past president of the Kentucky Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, said the database has "no legitimate public
function."
"Most places this has happened,
it's my understanding that errors
crop up, and they are devastating
to some people," he said.
Cox said he is also concerned
that the database will not contain
information about convictions that
have been overturned by higher

courts.
"If this is put on the Internet
and the conviction is later reversed,
individuals who have bees' severely damaged have very little redress,"
he said.
Czirr said the database will be
updated three times daily and will
include any changes in convictions as soon as the Department
of Corrections learns of them.
A similar system has been a
success in Florida. The Florida
Department of Corrections has had
inmate data on its Web site since
1997, when the state legislature
passed the Public Safety Information Act, requiring the release of
information about convicted sexual offenders.
Debbie Buchanan. a spokeswoman for the Florida Department
of Corrections, said the site has
been expanded and now includes
information about every prisoner.
The site also has information about
criminals who have been paroled
or are on supervised probation or
house arrest. And it includes forwarding addresses when inmates are
released.
Buchanan said the Web site
received 11 million hits during
September.
Czirr said the KOOL database
won't be as detailed as Florida's.
"We feel that some of the information that they have on their site
is not necessary and also is a little questionable," she said.
Czirr said she's not sure how
inmates will respond to the database, but she said. "it jusi makes
it so much more efficient to have
that information accessible to the
public."
The database will be especially helpful to the media. Czirr said.
She said she often gets calls at
home, on weekends and holidays
from reporters needing immediate
information or pictures of inmates.
Sometimes, she said, she can't
meet those needs, hut that would
change with the database.
She also said the KOOL system will help the Department of
Corrections if a prisoner escapes.
Pictures of the inmate could be
downloaded
immediately
by
reporters or the public, rather than
having to wait for Czirr to find
a photo and send it to newspapers and television stations.

WINDOWS*SIDING*DECKS
"WHATEVER IT TAYES SALE"

*$69.00 PER MONTH*
*ALL CREDITACCE7TED!
*NO MONEYDOWN!*NO PYMT. 'TIL 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

1-888-670-3035
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VOTE VEAL
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Inmate database to
go online this month
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Buffet Hours: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: 5 p.m.-8 p

970 Chestnut St.
Murray

dren, sports, nature, action, humor,
portraiture, or other.
The photo must be a color or
black-and-white print (unmounted). 8" x 10" or smaller. All entries
must include the photographer's
name and address on the back/Is
well as the category and the/title
of the photo.
Photographs should be sent to:
The International Library of Photography, Suite 101-9009, 3600
Crondall Lane, Owings Mills, MD
21117. Entries must be postmarked
by Jan. 31, 2001. You may also
submit your photo directly online
at www.picture.com.
The International Library of Photography is an organization dedicated to bringing the work of amateur photographers to the public's
attention. You can view the work
of over 1.1 million amateur photographers at their website,
www.picture.com.
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GINGER
VEAL
Continue to bring progressive
new ideas to Murray City
Government

#91

ON THE BALLOT

art and
orship Center
4777 Alben Barkley Drtve
Paducah, KY 42001

of Paducah, is proud to sponsor:

"EXPERIENCING GOD"
12 week Bible study
Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
thru December 7
Shoney's Inn
Hwy. 641, Murray, Kentucky
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
HEARTLAND WORSHIP CENTER IN PADUCAH

(270)534-1400
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'Baby Massage' class planned
The non-credit class, "Baby
Massage," will be offered as a
one-night seminar on Nov. 14 from
6:30 to 8 p.m. by the Murray
State University Center for Continuing Education.
The class will give instruction
on massage techniques that will
help strengthen the bond between
parent and child. Your baby will
feel more relaxed, less fussy, have
better digestion and sleep better.
Also the class will offer an
opportunity to introduce your baby
to positive touch. Each parent will

also learn which essential oils work
well for babies.
Each one should bring a pillow, and enjoy a relaxing evening
with your baby. The class is for
babies up to 12 months old. The
fee for the class is $25 which
includes supplies.
Registrations are currently being
taken. Space is limited. To register or for more information call
the MSU Center for Continuing
Education at 762-3662 or 1-800669-7654.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

SPECIAL MEET1NG...Members of Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma Society International attending the recent
meeting at Kenlake Hotel were, from left, Betty Gore, president, Carolyn Colson, Miriam Ferguson and Ruth Caldwell,
all of Murray. The chapter will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
for a brunch at Burnett's Chapel United Methodist Church
near Calloway and Graves County Line. To make reservations call Judith Endsley at 1-270-328-8234.

John Ed Scott, local government weather observer, says in
his report for the month of October that we have had a total
of 47.81 inches of rain in the first 10 months of 2000. This
compares with the average of 43.23 inches for the period.
The total rainfall for October only amounts to .81 inch with
.73 inch on Oct. 5 and .08 on Oct. 30. Thunder was reported
on Oct. 4 and 5; frost on Oct. 8, 9 and 10; and fog on Oct.
17, 18 and 19.
A high temperature of 88 was recorded on Oct. 3 and 4;
and a low temperature of 31 was recorded on Oct. 10. Averages for the month were a high of 75 and a low of 51.

Special event at Ellis Center
The Senior Activity Committee will have an "All-U-Can-Eat"
spaghetti dinner fundraiser on Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Tickets at $3 for
adults and $2.50 for children under 10 may be purchased at the
Housing Authority office at 716 Nash Dr., Murray, or at the door
the night of the dinner.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the school media-center, according to Cloyd Bumgardner, principal, who invites the public to attend.

Dream Factory will meet
Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at AmeriHost Inn, North 12th Street. Items to be discussed will be current
dreams in progress, dreams to begin and the Christmas party to be
at Executive Inn, Paducah. Anyone interested in helping to fulfill
the dreams of seriously ill children are encouraged to attend, according to Debbie Adams, area coordinator, phone 436-6295.

HAZEL GROUP...Members of the Hazel Woman's Club attending the fall conference of the First District of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club at Kentucky Dam Village Oct.
25 were, from left, front row, Marylin Liddle, Clarkie Butterworth, Carolyn Parks, back row, Janice Wilkinson, Elaine
Paschall, and Linda Bennett. Not pictured is Carla Halkias.
Liddle, club president, gave the response to the welcome.

Senior Citizens plan project
In a continued effort to raise money for building expansion
fund, the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will have
a project of giving away a handmade quilt, the result of the handy
work of several women at the center. This quilt is now on display
at the center. Tickets can be purchased at the office from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The winner will be announced
Nov. 22. For information call '753-0929.

Scale model to be made
Leonard Kik & Associates has
been awarded the contract to fabricate a working scale model of
Kentucky River . Lock. and Dam
#10.
The model is to be an exhibit at the Kentucky River Museum
at Fort Boonesboro State Park.
The prime contractor for the proj-

ect is Marketechs of York, Pa.
The project is scheduled to be
open in 2001.
Leonard Kid, principal of the
associates, is a 1953 graduate of
Murray High School and a 1958
graduate of Murray State University.

Eastwood Christian
releases honor roll

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE SINCE 1 8 5 4

When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.
You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about
maintaining your standard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Call ustoday.

HIIIIARD
LYONS
Betty Boston

Tom Ewing

Vice President
Financial Consultant

Financial Consultant
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COURT'SQUARE • MURRAY, KY 42071 •(270) 753-3366 • 18001444
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Pre-Season Training!
Get in shape BEFORE the New Year!

;iye us 30 minutes, 3 times a week
& you will see results!
If

ou are

a size

Eastwood Christian Academy
has released the names of students
on the honor roll for the first nine
weeks as follows:
Grade 12 - Sara Buchanan and
Clint Stewart, both all As;
Grade 11 - Michele Overbey,
all As and Andrew Cutini;
Grade 10 - Sherry Pruitt, Tracy
Washam and Justin West;
Grade 9 - Nuithia Snyder;
Grade 8 - Jamie Stewart;
Grade 7 - Erik Ramsey, all As,

and Elizabeth Wilson;
Grade 5 - Matthew Pruitt;
Grade 4 - Kallie Linzy, all As,
Alex Allen and JoBeth Scott;
Grade 3 - Hannah Drapinski,
Thomas Wilson and Katrinia Wulff;
Grade 2 - Kyung Ah Joun, all
As, Miranda Bailey, Henry Rogers
and Sara Thomas;
Grade 1 - Aaron Cook, Nickolaus Copeland, Destiny Dunlap,
Jessi Harrell, Victoria Verberg and
Acronia Wulff.

Ladies Bridge at Oaks
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m. Hostess will be Ada Roberts, phone 753-2259.

North committee will meet
Primary Committee of North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:20 p.m. at the
school.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting on Thursday at 10 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church. This is a group from the former Christian Women's Club
of Murray. All interested women are invited.

Transit Authority Board to meet
Murray Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center. Persons are
asked to use the west entrance.

Workshop at CCHS Thursday
A Scholarship Workshop will be Thursday from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the media center of the school. Carmen Garland from Murray State University will talk to seniors and their parents about
scholarship opportunities and the an of applying for scholarships.
For more information call 762-7374 ext 107 or 108.

California Connection will meet

11 A Htlhard, W L Lyons, Inc
Member NYSE and SIPC

Certified Financial Planner

CLUB WINNER...Linda Bennett of the Hazel Woman's Club
is pictured with her winning entries in the photography
contest of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club. They were first place in the nature category and second place in portrait/personality.

DID YOU KNOW....
has a huge-seirrtion-of--Cann
children's clothing?
We have boys sizes 4-20, girls sizes 4-16. We have the
brands they love to wear Timmy, Polo, Nautica and
LUCKY! There's no need to spend valuable time driving
from store to store,just drive to CORN-AUSTIN and take
care of the wholefamily. Besides that, they'll look GREAT!
402 Main St.
753-2472

SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT!
Michael P. McClain, DMD

You Can Re
a size...

The California Connection, a group of Murray area residents
with connections to California, will meet Thursday at 11:30 a.m.
for a luncheon. For more information call Mary Thomsen, 4365022.

Registration deadline Thursday
Thursday is the registration deadline for the November Community Education Classes: Unplug the Christmas Machine ($7) and
Painting & Wallpapering - Basics & Beyond ($20). To register
mail check or money order of Murray Board of Education, 208
South 13th St., c/o Jean Bennett, or come to the board office and
register. Registration for the golf class will be at Sullivan's Sports
Center on the fiiit day of class, Nov. 13. For information call Bennett at 753-4363. Classes are offered for all citizens of Murray and
Calloway County.

Band Boosters to meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet tonight (Tuesday) at
6:30 p.m. in the high school band room.

• Orthodontics for Children & Adults
20
1/1
16
14
12
10

16
14
12
10
8
6

• inv

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"

align (clear braces)

certified orthodontist

Introducing the New

McCLAIN • Free Consultation/2nd Opinion

"Helix Cut!"

ORTHODONTICS

• Accepts and files most forms of
insurance.
Fast, Fun Fitness

Dennis Johnson PH C

• Offices in Murray, KY;
Paris & Dover, TN.

Al...

1Curves
for women

"30 min.fitness & wt. loss centers"
'offer based on tom

N 1%0

enrollment & mm 12mo c d program

759-3400
1608 li wy. 121 North
Murray, KY

Call for your free
consultation!

753-WIRE (9473)

kiernber

American Associalion of
Orthodontists

FiEpo -Tes
IDL
"Home of the Helix Cut"
llway 4 aiL k„rvelordia
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Murray

Cuts
Curl
into
hair!
Perfect for all hair types!
It works!
Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

270-753-0882
Now accepting Visa &

Mastercard
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Murray Middle releases honor roll
Murray Middle School has
released the names of students on
the honor roll for the first nine
weeks of school as follows:
SIXTH GRADE
All As
Brittany P. Allen, Bradley R. Black,
Wesley S. Bolin, Jessica R. Bouland,
Kathleen L. Brownson, Anthony G.
Costa, Lana A. Courtney, Jessica L.
Darnell, Sarah F. Doran, Alexandria
M. Farris, Elizabeth M. Fooks, Sarah
M. Hines, Joshua C. Hyatt, Angelique
N. Jones, Matthew Braxton Jordan, Darlene E. Kipphut,
Sarah E. Kuykendall, Blair E. Lane,
Franklin E. Leslie, Margaret P. Lollar, Colleen E. McCoy, Blake McCuiston, Klaatu E. McNutt, Stephen K.
Montgomery, Casey T. Parker-Bell,
Meagan R. Pember, Taylor M. Pierce,
Will M. Pitman, Elizabeth S. Powell,
John S. Quertermous, Kagan P. Walk-

FAIR EVENT...Pictured are Phil Peters, director of Kentucky
AARP, Laurel True, Kentucky AARP president, Edrena Harrison, MSU member, and social worm students, Marianne
Smith, Carol Huddleston, Amy Prater and Janice Traniello,
with David Roos, local AARP chapter president, who participated in the recent 50 Plus Fun Fair on MSU campus.

er, Luke A. Welch, Amy C. White
and Daniel L. White.

All As and Bs
Robert A. Arneson, Jordan B. Belcher, Brian L. Blalock, James A. Campbell, Matthew P. Collins, Trista L.
Colson, Stefane B. Darnell, Andrew
B. Fannin, Amy L. Futrell, Sarah K.
Garrison, Jason G. Goss, Brian T.
Gray, Brandi J. Greer, Jessica E.
Haynes,
Dacia R. Mansfield, Alycia C.
McCreary, Bryan C. McDonald, R.V.
Oliver, Amanda D. Peebles, Nikki L.
Pierceall, Brent T. Roberts, Nicole A.
Schmittou, Savannah A. Smith, Samantha S. Thurman, Madeline W.Trevathan,
Alexander W. Wellinghurst and Rachel
R. Williams.

SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Todd S. Buck, Nathan Lee Crafton,
Mallory J. Cunningham, Kelly L. Dick,
Callie E. Dowdy, Kate B. Duncan,Shan-

non C. Elias, Victoria L. Garland,
Leanne C. Hewlett, Seth D. Marinoff,
Amanda L. Melton,
Michael Miao, Erin C. Richerson,
Caleb P. Roberts, Landon M. Slawson, Megan L. Snow, Maggie J. Tate,
Zakari M.Taylor, Kelli A. Vinson, Brent
M. White and Laura E. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Justin N. Arnold, Raquel S. Bandana, Joseph F. Benton, Candice M.
Buck, Erin G. Butler, Carlin E. Courtney, Brittany P. Cunningham, Linda
A. Dinh, Christina R. Dunn, Brianna
L. Fields, Rachel C. Garrison, Alex
J. Gustafson, Reigh A. Harris, Deandra N. Heskett,
Latika C. Hudspeth, Megan N.
Maynard, Laurel A. McManus, Julie
B. Phillips, Matthew A. Pool, Kristin
N. Potts, Peggy E. Ray, Hugh E. Rollins,
Whitney R. Smith, Haley N. Thomason, Hector D. Vargas, Bobby Russell
Wall, Brandi M. Wilburn and Aaron

M. Wilson.

EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Davina T. Anderson, Derek Belcher, Carl A. Benson, Cynthia A. Blalock,
Elizabeth A. Bogal-Allbritten, Seth B.
Darnell, Isabel A. Duane-Gray, Ashley B. Fannin, Heather J. Ferguson,
Amanda C. Haugen, Andrew J. Smith
and Breanna D. Volp.
All As and Bs
Mallory H. Allgood, Zachary Chance
Baker, Susan C. Broughton, Kaci L.
Carpenter, Austin D. Cohoon, Katie
E. Garland, Natasha L. Garland, Tyler
D. Geib, Mackenzie Z. Hoffman, Rachel
S. Klapper, Shelly M. Martinez,
Sarah J. Mateja, Mary M. McFarlen,
Brittany K. Miles, Gerry B. Muuka,
Stephen E. Parker, Jonathan J. Raj,
Alison F. Rashid, Kate K. Reeves,
Chelsea L. Riggins, Matthew J.
Schwartz, Breanne N. Sykes and Rachel
M. Williams.

Johnson
speaks to
Murray State hosts Kiwanians

50 Plus Fun Fair
Murray State University, in collaboration with the American Association of Retired Persons and
other sponsors, provided a community awareness day for older
adults and their families on Oct.
7 in the MSU Curris Center.
The project, 50 PLus Fun Fair,
began at noon and provided entertainment, refreshments and opportunities for computer training and
learning more about various
resources available in the community to facilitate healthy aging.
Approximately 30 organizations
were represented and provided
information on investments, banking services, health care, recreation, travel, nutrition, end-of-life
decisions and other programs.
Dr. Kern Alexander introduced
candidates, Ed whitfield and Brian
Roy, who presented their views
on the future of Social Security,
Medicare and coverage of pre-

scription medications. They also
answered questions from the audience.
Also present were Phil Peters,
director of Kentucky Chapter of
AARP, and Laurel True, Kentucky
president of AARPNote, who
answered questions from older
adults and other interested participants.
MSU social work students and
faculty provided help with decorating and advertising, in addition
to assisting the 350 participants,
as estimated by David Roos, president of the local AARP chapter.
Other sponsors of the 50 Plus
fun Fair included Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center,
Murray Ledger & Times, Radio Station WNBS,and PrimeLife of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Wal-Mart and Loew's provided door
prizes.

Reid Johnson, a senior at Murray High School, spoke at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club
on Thursday evening.
Johnson described his participation in a National Young Leaders Conference held in Washington, D.C., the week of Oct. 14.
Among the topics covered in
various educational sessions were
negative campaigning and stereotypes in everyday life. At the
American University they attended a session on working in a multicultural work.
Johnson visited the House of
Representatives and with staff
members in the offices of Sen.
Mitch McConnell, Sen. Jim Bunning and Rep. Ed Whitfield.
The group toured the Arlington National Cemetery, the White
House, the Smithsonian Museum
and the Vietnam War Memorial.
"This trip was one of the highlights of my life." Johnson said.
He also thanked the Kiwanis Club
for providing some financial assistance for his trip.

"We distribute the holiday
brochures all over western Kentucky, especially throughout Murray. The publication gives great publicity to Murray, and the community learns all about the many
activities taking place throughout
the holiday season," said Judy Gargus, executive director of the Murray Tourism Commission.
The holiday brochures are available at area businesses or can be
picked up at the Murray Tourism
Commission office located at 805
N. 12th St.

Massage Therapy, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling, Relaxing Para Fango Body
Wrap, Facial/Foot Spa Treatments

Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.m.T

Buy recycled.

eNIIIRONlieNTAL

DeFeNse

fIndmg1h• ve•yst11•1 worik

Now Available in Marshall County!
REID JOHNSON

4:• The

Essentia(
Day Spa

COMING SOON
Hot Stone Therapy & Steam Canopy

Purchase 1 hr. massage & get 30
min. for only $15.

WHEN YOU SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS OF
AMERICA, THERE'S
NO TELLING
WHOSE LIFE
YOU'LL CHANGE.

Keep recycling working.

For a free brochure,
please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE
or vt
www.environmentaldefense.org

Holiday brochure available
The 2000 Holiday Brochure,
Murra3e..s_guide to seasonal events
throughout the area, is available
now at local retailers.
Designed by Bob McLean and
produced by the Murray Tourism
Commission, the brochure details
various events that will occur in
the region during the months of
November and December.
The annual holiday brochure lists
information on theatrical and musical productions, festivals and
bazaars, and special church services that celebrate the holiday season.

CLASS VISITED...Shannon Chiles' P1-P2 Class at Murray Elementary School are pictured
with Murray State University Football Coach Joe Pannunzio and team members who visited and read to them.
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Dixieland Shopping Center • Call for appt. 270-733-OM

Sean McDonald, M.D., FRCS

I

Board Certified Neurosurgeon
Guess What?
60 Days Ti!
Christmas!

SPECIALIZING IN:
.Massage Therapy *Facials
•AVEDAO Products & OF!
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
• Body Treatments
•Manicures & Pedicures

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial. Manager
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42671
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
1270)759-031 • Fax (270)759-8731
w.heightcflnance.com

1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

767-0760
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Offering Medical and Surgical Treatment of the Brain & Spine
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

Office Located at 37 Ash Street, Calvert City, KY
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

1-270-395-7791

Annual Tall Testival Tamily Night
T

PURCHASE PARKWAY NORTH
ASH ST
CC

Hickory Wood

cf)

Retirement Center
HWY 95

Jessie Barrow & her family getting ready
to enjoy the eventful evening offood, fun
& entertainment.

84 Utterhaek Road
Murray. KY
270) 759-87(X)

?4E

Take 1-24 East to Exit 25B, (Purchase Parkway North), from Purchase
Parkway North turn left onto US-62 West, from US-62 West turn right onto
Hwy. 95 off of US 62-West. Follow Hwy. 95 to 1st Street, turn right onto 1st
Street. Our office is located on the corner of Ash and 1st Streets.
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BBBS has impact for children
By LINDSAY TUGGLE
Election day is here! Thus, many
individuals are evaluating their
stance on a variety of issues, both
political and personal.
One issue that concerns a variety of individuals across the country, and likewise in Murray and
Calloway County, is the welfare
and well being of our nation's
children.
Outbreaks of violence in schools,
delinquency, teen-age pregnancy
and substance abuse are issues that
plague the election and the minds
of many.
Certainly, solutions to problems
of this nature are rarely simple or
DONATED BENCHES.. Parents enjoy newly installed bench- one-dimens
ional. However, one
es as they wait for the arrival of the buses at East Elemetary. program which community memThe new benches were donated by the P.T.A.
bers can become involved with
has shown remarkable impact: Big
Brothers Big Sisters.
A 1993 study of 959 boys and

Thomas earns Navy degree
Navy Seaman Recruit Warren
Y. Thomas, son of Joy H. and
Fred H. Thomas of 5303 Wiswelr
Road, Murray, recently graduated
from Basic Cryptologic Technician
Repair School.
During the self-paced course at
Naval Technical Training Center

Corry Station, Pensacola, Fla., students receive training as a manual morse intercept/electronic warfare operator and receive instruction on communication procedures
and systems, theory and operation
of communications equipment and
basic security safeguards.

ymcA each" efoc43
girls, ages 10-16, who were
involved with the BBBS program
yielded very encouraging results.
The children matched with a
mentor through BBBS were found
to be 46 percent less likely to use
illegal drugs, 27 percent less likely to use alcohol, 52 percent less
likely to skip school, and 1/3 less
likely to hit someone.
Additionally, children involved
in the BBB S program were more
confident in their performance of
schoolwork, and getting along better within their families.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters

Professor writes book on Baptists
Dr. James Duane Bolin, an associate professor of history at Murray State University, has recently
published "Kentucky Baptists,

KU RP ONLY"
DAYS

1925-2000: A Story of Cooperation."
The book was commissioned
by the Kentucky Baptist Conven-
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FOREVER!

Bring your Van,
Truck or Station
Wagon. Come
Prepared to Haul
Your Purchases
Away & Save!

N
A
M
E
YOUR OWN
EVERYTHING PRICE!
NO REASONABLE

JUST 6 DAYS REMAIN TO SAVE ON
ENTIRE STOCK OF INVESTMENT
QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

All Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Oriental Rugs, Entertainment Centers, Recliners,
Sleep Sofas, Leather, Grandfather Clocks, Chairs,
Mattress Sets, Tables, Accessories and MORE!

MUST GO!

COST OR LOSS DISREGARDED!

OMR REFUSED!

ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS! NO CANCELLATIONS!

HOURS: Daily 10-9 pm & Sunday 12-6 pm

luii'iiiai"i 208 EAST MAIN
ST.
lit Illt tll C
MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4834

ce 191/9

of Murray-Calloway County provides individuals with several
opportunities to become involved
in a mentoring relationship with
a child.
Through the core program, a
caring, consistent, and compassionate adult is matched with a
child who demonstrates need for
a mentor. The big sister/brother
spends two-to-four hours per week
engaging in a variety of activities
with the child which the big and
little can coordinate with the parent and program coordinator.
In addition to the core pro-

gram, BBBS of Murray-Calloway
County is also coordinating a
school-based mentoring program
titled "Big Buddy/Little Buddy"
through the Murray Family
Resource Center. The program was
developed by Opal Oakley of the
Resource Center, and meets every
Wednesday of the school calendar
year at Murray Elementary between
2:30 and 4 p.m.
The Big Buddy/Little Buddy
Program enables volunteers to meet
with children after school to participate in activities such as conversation, recreation and tutoring.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information about Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway County can contact me, program coordinator, at 759-BBBS,
or stop by the BBBS office in
the Murray Family YMCA, 808
Chestnut St.

Cash, Check, MasterCard & Visa Accepted.6 Months same as cash.

*Discounts token from our offering prices which may or may not have resulted in prior soles
`Photos are for illustration purposes only ask soles staff for availability. Going out of business tic. # 00.01 Sale to end on or before Nov. 13 2000.

tion and was jointly published by
the Southern Baptist Historical
Society of Brentwood, Tenn., and
Fields Publishing Inc. of Nashville,
Tenn.
Bolin was asked to write the
book emphasizing the Kentucky
Baptist 20th century story. Bolin's
book follows John Henderson
Spencer's monumental two-volume
"A History of Kentucky Baptists
from 1769-1885," and Frank Master's encyclopedic study, "A History of Baptists in Kentucky," which
appeared in 1953.
Bolin's work covers the period
following the adoption of the Cooperative Program, a system of giving and budgeting that unified the
missions and institutional efforts
of SBC churches throughout the
nation.
DR. DUANE BOLIN
Kentucky Baptists adopted a
unified budget plan a decade before
1994. Bolin found the task to be
the SBC, and the Kentucky pro- an appropriate way to honor his
gram mirrored a similar plan ini- father's contribution to Baptist life
tiated by the First Baptist Church and work in Kentucky.
in Murray.
In the epilogue Bolin pays tribCareful to place the Kentucky ute to his father,"The sermons boldBaptist story in the context of ly delivered, the Wednesday night
state and national developments, Bible studies faithfully prepared,
Bolin writes that "this, then, Is the word of witness carefully craftthe story of leaders, and of those ed across the prescription countwilling - and sometimes unwill- er:,
ing - to be led. It is a story that
And Bolin notes that higfàthir
needs to be written, read and 'has indeed made a difference in
remembered, not because the record the lives of his parishioners and
indicates a line of continued customers in that small county seat
progress and success, although town, a difference that only eterexamples of progress and success nity would register."
To write the story, Bolin conabound, but because real men and
women, and real boys and girls, ducted extensive interviews with
contributed much to the story of Baptist men and women, includthe
Commonwealth's
largest --ing-the living executive directors
of the Kentucky Baptist Convendenomination."
Bolin felt that his training in tion and former WMU directors
history helped him to make the and presidents.
He also researched the minutes
state and national connection in
his writing, particularly for the of annual Kentucky Baptist Conperiods of the Great Depression, vention meetings held during the
World Wars I and II and the Cold 1900s. and he read every issue
from 1919 to 2000 of "The WestWar.
As far as his decision to take ern Recorder," the state Baptist
on the task was concerned, it was paper.
"Kentucky Baptists, 1925-2000:
the real men and women of Bolin's
family who convinced him to do A Story of Cooperation' will be
the book. Bolin's father, James Wes- officially presented during the Kenley Bolin, served as a bi-voca- tucky Baptist Convention's annutional Baptist minister and phar- al meeting Nov. 14, in Bowling
macist in the state for 30 years, Green. The 317-page book includes
while his mother taught Sunday 50 photographs. Book signings will
School and participated in WMLT be held during the convention on
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
activities.
In addition, a book signing will
Bolin's wife, Evelyn, has been
and continues to be involved in be held Nov. 12, from 4:30-6
almost every aspect of Baptist p.m. in the library of the First
church life. Their children, Wes- Baptist Church in Murray.
KBC
cooperating
ley and Cammie Jo, have been
member
reared in to be active in church churches will each receive a comlife as well - choir, RAs and GAs, plimentary copy of the book.
Individuals may purchase the
Bible Drill, Sunday School and worbook through the Kentucky Bapship.
The opportunity to research and tist Convention for $15 per copy.
write the Kentucky Baptists 20th All proceeds from the sale of the
century story came to Bolin two book go directly to the Kentucky
years after his father's death in Baptist Convention.

Father passes lie detector test
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The father of a 2-year-old boy
who froze to death in a Utah forest passed a lie-detector test in
which he denied intentionally leaving the toddler to die, investigators said.
Paul Wayment left his son, Gage,
alone in his pickup Oct. 26 while
he scouted a private hunting area
in northeastern Utah. When Wayment returned to his truck 40 min-

utes to an hour later, his son had
vanished, he said.
After four days of unsuccessful searches, James Wilkes, a volunteer rescuer, found Gage's body
on Oct. 31 under 2 to 4 inches
of snow. Wilkes said he carried
the body for at least two hours
before becoming exhausted and
leaving it behind. The body was
recovered the next day.

The Cold
s Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
*New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties

*Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Accepted

Cooper
TIRES
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Education
• TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2000 •

PRESIDENTIAL FEVER...Jason Pittman, an
MSU political science junior, shows Southwest fourth- and fifth-grade students how to
play "Presidential Fever," a political game
that explains the electoral process.

SURGICAL WORK...Expert pumpkin carver Mike Crook shows off some of ALPHABET BOOKLETS...Coach Pannunzio from MSU watchhis creations to children and Principal Eleanor Mills at Murray Elemen- es as MSU students help North Elementary students make
tary. The pumpkin on the left features the face of Principal Mills.
alphabet booklets. The coach and his team have visited
kindergarten classes at Calloway to promote reading.

VAMOS A COINER...CCMS students in Spanish class recently
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR...Keno Brown, Tricia Taylor and visited the
Los Portales restaurant to put their lessons into SHOW AND TELL...During "Culture Day," MMS fourth-graders
Michael Mangold sit outside in Murray Elementary's envi- practice. Students
enjoyed an authentic Mexican meal and Roman Kelly and Addy Griffo present information about
ronmental garden to rehearse their parts in the classroom corresponded
Japanese culture and life to their classmates.
with the employees in Spanish.
play, "The Mystery of the Sounds of the Nights."
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THE TRUTH ABOUT COLUMBUS...CCMS students in Patricia Lassiter's eighth-grade classes presented a play titled,
"The Truth About Columbus" to their classmates.

CHARACTERS...MES students Angela Metzinger. Michael Orr CAN I TOUCH IT?... Southwest second-graders are studyand Will Doran spend the day at school dressed as charac- ing a unit on snakes. Shown here is Rebekah Elkins sharters in their favorite books to celebrate "Books Alive."
ing a python snake with Joe Futrell and Wesley Outland.

HIDE-OUT.. Several Murray Elementary students found a WHAT'S INSIDE: East student Randy
private hideaway in the wheel of a John Deere tractor Dowdy enjoys the activity of carvwhen they visited Hutson Agriculture, Mayfield, as part of ing a pumpkin with the help of
their study on communities.
assistant Penny Newberry.
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SPECIAL VISITOR...The mythological "Bigfoor dropped by Murray Elementary to
inspire some creative writing.

weeIt Is...

To Give The Gift of Sight.
Tues., Nov. 14 - Specials

gift
eertificate

Thurs., Nov. 16- Specials

A

Sat. Nov. 18. Santa!
1-5 p.m. - Premade Pkgs.

4i0nte tok tile 34oVidop!
Schedule a family portrait while
everyone is home for Thanksgiving!

Always 3its!

11,

.
"
4 *•

COLOR SPECIAL
Change hair with the season. Warm it up!

$2800
Look every
Tuesday for
a special of the
week.
Call today!

CALL TODAY!

753-7050

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Dr Kevin Adams

121 Hwy N. Bypass
Murray

308 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 759-2500

(zt.")41K
1

.Fringe Benefits
759-1874
604-1/2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, KY
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
I,ASSIFIED AD HATES

7534916

tisplay Ads

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
lA/1 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
Lane Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper 'Toes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 extra for blind box ads

Irg

Help Wanted

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnell
Bldgs. #A51, B24
B65, B87, B90.
HIOS & D4

CLASSIFIED
020

Notice
Hunters
lease
FOR
Paradise Wildlife Refuge
270-489-2116 leave message, will return call

NOW taking applications
partime
for
fulltime/
Service station attendant
Apply at 641 Shell 516 S
12th St
SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo
Managers $3000/ mo.
Maior company expanding Will train
Call Monday- Wednesday
1-800-578-8799
WENDY'S in Murray is now
hiring daytime help and
night-time closers
Apply in person, ask to
speak to a manager
2-4PM, M-F

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

You Are Not Alone!

Local domestic violence programs
can offer you.
II safety•support II shelter
•advocacy and other services
For immediate assistance call your local program

Women Aware Inc. ,
Purchase Area Domestic Violence Center
060

270-759-2373
060

Kelp Wanted
AUTOMOTIVE clean up
and detailing Apply in person Oakley Used Cars
1417 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky.
753-6861.
CAPTAIN D'S of Murray is
now accepting applications
- -for daytime positions.
FT/PT available. Excellent
pay & benefits. Flexible
hours. Apply in person @
700N. 12th St.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
5600.-S800.per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364
EXPERIENCED
Technician
For diagnostics & repair of
domestics /import cars.
Wages based on experience. Must have own hand
tools. ASE Certification
preferred. Call today 7670101
EXPERIENCES grill cook,
waitress, and dishwasher
Apply at 901 Coldwater
Road
Brokerage
FREIGHT
Needs longhaul driver to
provide TLC for new 2001
Peterbtlt that lust arrived
Experience needed Pay
terms and operating lanes
are flexible Call Kenny at
Beautiful
270-489-2001
truck canary and chrome!
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
& part-time cooks.
cashiers. biscuits. and
maintenance Please apply
4 641 & Chestnut St
Murray EOE

Just Say "Charge It"

Business
Opportunity

stic 6 Childcare
OPENING SOON!
Kids Prints Children
Learning Center
Taking enrollment for all
ages. Qualified staff available. For more information,
call 759-2424 after 5PM
WILL do house cleaning
and office cleaning. Do
Call
have
references
7538075.
WILL sit with the elderly
anytime Excellent references 436-5739

BEAUTY Salon For Sale!
In trailer, set up for business Must move $2500
436-2336 They move it'
120

Computers

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

CLASSIFIED

Help Wanted
DAIRY Herdsman, School
of Agriculture- Dairy 12
month position to begin
November 20,2000. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Agriculture. Al proficient, experience in milking, feeding and handling
of Dairy Cattfe. Responsibilities: This position is responsible for the overall
operation of the diary herd.
Managing dairy herd and
facilities, to include milking, feeding, breeding and
health care of the milking
herd. Feeding and health
care of young stock. Maintenance and cleanliness of
equipment and facilities.
Supervise dairy student
workers. Keep adequate
records of all dairy animals. Application Deadline: November 10.2000.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, vitae, transcript and three current
professional letters of recommendation to - Dr.
James Rudolph, Interim
Director, School of Agriculture, Murray State University, 213 South Oakley Applied Science, Murray, Ky
42071-3345 Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply. Equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Call Linda. 7599553
CUSTOM cleaning tailored
to fit your cleaning needs
available
Openings
References Leave message 474-8340
IN home child care with references Phone 753-5108
NEEDED full time babysitter for 6 month old. To start
Dec 2nd. Prefer small in
home daycare References
required. Juli 753-1559

Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet. On 121S.
9a m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard

Apply in person at

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

H•E•A•L•T•H
Murray-t arloway Count'.. Hospital, a leader in
at...aiding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky aria Northuwst Tennessee.(airman(f'
(he following joh openings

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II:
FULL-TIME - DAYS
High school vocational training and/or technical school training
beyond high school Two years hands on experience with components of a mechanical environmental system and some electrical experience is preferred

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
Ci)UNTY.
HOSPITAL

H03 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 421171

WestView
kJPISINC,

1. 0 NA

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy

COMPUTER
Farm Equipment
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out lust TRACTOR for sale M4700
because you have an 42hp, 4- wheel drive, 753
Apple computer Call the 9400 435-4214
Mac Doc! Hard drives,
Internet
connections,
Firewood
modems,
software
upgrades, printing probTRIPPS Firewood
lems, whatever. I can help!
Rudy 436-2778
Call
753-5778

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

E

$29,900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br. 2 bath, landscaped acre lot. Storage
building. Evenings.
753-0902
1992 Fleetwood mobile
1995
$9,500.
home
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Cutlass
Oldsmobile
Made before 1980
$2,800. 527-0514.
270-759-3456
1995 3 br. 2 bath. Central
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
H/A, set up on 1 acre. Call
Furniture and Primitives.
437-4859.
or
Piece
1
We Will Buy
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Entire Estates. Call
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
753-3633.
bath, AC,_ DW, all appliCASH paid for good, used
Smoke and pet free
ances.
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
environment 767-9796.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
WE buy house
bath, AC. DW. all appliLet us make you an offer
ances. Smoke and pet free
Call Shawnee Air
environment 767-9796.
Systems
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
270-753-9094
lots, large metal building.
1-877-753-7383
12ft high sliding doors.
plus more. 1 mile from
150
lake. 762-0032. 753-9961.
Articles
1997
NICE
EXTRA
For Sale
FLEETWOOD 16x60, 2br,
0
1009. pure local honey. 1 &
2 bath with 10x12 storage
2 LB containers. By the
sell!
Must
building
bottle or case. 489-2554.
$15,500. Call 759-1629.
40 rolls of Rye Grass hay.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Delivery Available
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
(270)489-2371 after 6pm
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
sweeper,
5
Hp
air
Illinois. 437-3939
Professional Model $300
Kerosene heater $75
Call 753-6040 210-2814
FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
2BR , partially turnished w
free For more information
W/D, porch, & storage
call or come by
shed On nice 1/2 acre lot
Beasley Satellite
Close to town $280/mo
& Antenna
435-4319 leave message
500 N 4th St
NICE 2br, Mobile home
759-0901
No pets 753-9866
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
competitor's price. Call
for
437-4877
details November Special 1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012
8x12 $825.

SEEKING 3 or 4 br, 2 bath
in country for lease to own
or rent Call 759-4441

STRAW for sale 1.75 bale
759-4718 753-4582

Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
[raining for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
('oordinator @ 762-1591
170-767-3660
SOUTH 16TH STREET• MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

160
Rome Furnishings
MAPLE queen bed & dou
ble dresser $200 00 Cal
489-2370 for more info

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1Br and 2Br Apartments
Available. November 15th.
All appliances furnished.
Call 759-4867 after 9pm.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt in town, furnished,
students welcome. 5180/
$180/ deposit.
month
Available immediately.
759-1519.
1BR. apt. clean and nice
with appl including W/D.
No pets' Call 270-753
9841 or 436-5496
1BR apt Clean, walk to
MSU $235/mo 753-2084
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood
C/H/A, new carpet $375
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU. $325,
water furnished. Colman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, All utilities paid.
Close to MSU. Deposit &
lease No pets. $390.
759-4826.
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$300. Coleman RE.
759-4118
2BR, apt. clean and nice
with appl. including W/D
No pets! Call 270-7539841 or 436-5496.
2BR. duplex, appliances,
Estates,' Fox
COACH
$350 + deposit. 435-4125.
Meadows Mobile Home
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Park. "An Exceptional
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
availSpaces
Community"
759-4118.
$95.00/mo.
at
able
Including Water, sewer, LARGE 2br, 2 bath
1 1/2blocks MSU. C/H/A
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection, city $395 per month plus
deposit. No pets, refertransit service, Located in
the heart of Murray's finest ences required
753-3949, Day.
residential area, with all
759-3050 after 6p.m.
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in NOW accepting applicapark. Owner- Occupied tions. 1br. suite W/D
only. South 16th St. at refnge. stove, dishwasher,
Canterbury and Westview. wood deck. No pets, 1yr
lease, $350 deposit.
753-3855.
$335/mo. Call 435-4040 or
LOT for rent 492-8488
559-3333
LOT For Rent 753-9866
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Staff Writer Needed
COLLECTIONS
MANAGER/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Western Kentucky's leading Payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position of
Collections Manager/Customer Service Agent:
Requirements:
-Good work history
-Reliable transportation
-Collections & customer service experience
Benefits are as follows:
-Competitive wages
-Monthly bonus program
-Paid holidays and vacations
-Medical insurance

Please mail resume to:
Manager
P.O. Box 976
Mayfield, KY 42066

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
LOVING AKC Bichon Frige
puppies Male & female
Also one 7 months old
female, and 20 month
male 759-8147

Best suited for low traffic professional office

Mobile Homes For Sate

MEAT CUTTER.

Equal Opportunity
Employer

2 foot long Iguana w/ 6'
cage $100 00436-2211.

QUEEN size mattress ano
box springs good condi
tion, $100 or best offer
759-9616
SECTIONAL w/ 2 recliners
40pc. set Pialtzgraff dishes, Ashley woodstoves
chest of drawers. 4928464.

753-9621

Come be a part ofthe Sirloin Stockade family
• HEALTH INSURANCE • IRA Investment Plan
• Paid Vacations • Meal Discounts • Fun & Friendly
Work Environment• Flexible Hours

1401

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

KELLERS

is looking for a

For details contact:
Human Resources
12701762-1106

Supplies

Computers

436-5933.

Hwy.641 S.• Bel-Air Ctr.• Murra KY

No matter where you live
FREE and confidential help
for you and your children is lust
a phone call away.

1-800-585-2686

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

100

060

Sat., Nov. 11
8 a.m.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Ad Deadlines

Publish

Daily newspaper seeks
full-time staff writer.
Strong writing skills
a must.
Knowledge of AP style
and layout also required.
Benefits package
available.
Call Amy Wilson at

PEGGY'S Dog Grooming
Making holiday appointments now! 753-2915
Golden
REGISTERED
Retriever puppies $225 00
247-4048

Apartments For Rent
Real Estate
3BR duplex for rent C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup,
new carpet and vinyl No
pets 759-8200
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX On Single Lot.
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up. $325/ month.
753-8096 or 753-2633.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
_

HALEY Professional
Appraising.
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.
(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.

Houses For Rent
1005 Main St. 3br., den
'replace, gas logs, 2
washer/dryer
baths,
hookup, carport. $350/mo
1 year lease, deposit available Dec 1st. Phone 5273664 after 6PM.
2-3BR., nice carpet, refrigerator, stove, washer, and
dryer. Fenced back- yard
no pets. $495/mo. +
deposit, lease. 753-7920.
2BR, 2 bath. No pets,
duplex for lease has W/D
hook up, all appliances.
Yard is fully maint. 1 year
lease plus deposit. More
info: Larry Rogers 7679230 or 753-3734.
2BR. house. Stove, refrigheat.
electric
erator,
$250.00
References.
month $250.00 deposit. No
pets. Call 270-492-6159
2BR., partially furnished,
$245/mo_ water included.
395-5285 or 210-8870.

1/2 ACRE Corner lot with
water. Nice subdivision.
121 South. 759-0870.
DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides.
Restricted. Various size
tracts available. 5 minutes
west of town. You have to
see to appreciate. Call
today for your private
showing. 753-2905.
LAND for Sale.. 2.5 acres,
in county subdivision,
underground utilities. 7538249 $14,000.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
Farms For Sale
43 acres, house built 1996,
Calloway County $75,000
436-5034 evenings
in
Farm
ACRE
53
Farmington area. 1/2 timber, 1/2 tillable. Call 270251-0667.
455

Acreage

ACREAGE Hunting land
Lots, eight of them .surveyed from 4.8 to 26 5
acres total 115 acres Sell
any or all. Terms. 7539302.
460
HAZEL, 3br, 2 bath.
Homes For Sale
Appliances, C/H/A, w/d
hook up. Deposit, lease,
references. 492-8526.
1633 Catalina- 3br, 2 bath,
HOUSE 2 story brick, 5br, brick home, C/H/A, gas,
3 bath, living room, large hardwood floors, Call 759eating and kitchen, family 0171 after 530.
room, Large deck, in 1991, 3br, 2 bath brick
ground swimming pool. ranch. On 1 acre corner lot
gas heat and air, lots of in Candlelight Estates.
closets, private 1 br apart- Priced to sell at $92,000.
ment attached, 2 car car- Call 753-3372 for an
port with outside storage.
appointment.
Call 753-5870.
2 Story 6 Br, 3.5 baths in
360
Coles Campground Rd.
Storage Rentals
2.5 car garage 4000 sq.
ft. Listed on
www.owners.com
eJWG2432
for more details.
$195,000 080.
753-0280
3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car
garage, 1.8 acres. Lynn
119 Main • 753-6266
Grove
753-9400 435-4214
STORAGECREEKVIEW
2.5 bath home nearing
Br
3
S20-540 On Center Drive
completion. This home has
Behind Tom's Grille
all the amenities. Buy now
759-4081
and pick your carpet color
storage
NORTHWOOD
and move in before the holpresently has units avail- iday. Call 753-3903 after
able 753-2905 or 753- 500 pm.
7536
3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre.
University Heights Apts
5 minutes from town. 10
1 & 2br rental assisted
lake.
from
minutes
apts These apts are for
mature
Outbuildings,
families, disabled, handishade. C/H/A, new beige
All Size Units
capped, senior citizens
burber carpet, appliances.
Available
wheel chair accessible
$58,500 270-436-5695 or
759-2282 Mon, Wed P.
753-4487 Good rental
Thurs 9-5 1734 Campbef
investment
Street Hearing impaired
only
1-800-648-6056
Housing
Equal
Opportunity.
VACANT nicely decorated
Located in Murray
1br apt
Also nice large apt 2br.
30,000 Sq. Ft.
$45000 rent. $45000
A clean heated and air condition building, with
deposit No pets Call 7535292
sprinklers/fire protection. High ceiling (14 ft

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

COMMERCIAL
WAREHOUSE STORAGE

WOW!
No waiting list'
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2.br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

753-1916
1

All open area. 2 loading docks, securit
alarms. Great location on main highwa

Call 270-415-9282
Ask for Simon

•
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eU1il#y Vehicles
1976 Chevy Blazer 350
engine camo paint, 2" lift,
new tires, winch. & more
$2400 OBO 489-2277
after 5PM
1995
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee Laredo Loaded,
$9,500 obo 753-6885

NEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of hying space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite •large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station •formal dining • large deck •5 bedrooms •3 baths
• oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.

1996
Jeep
Grand
Cherokee $10,500 Call
767-0111
WHITE Ford Explorer, 2 Dr
sport, 4 Wd, Am/ Fm/ Tape
AC, PW, PDL, cruise,
100,000 miles, excellent
condition $10,500 Phone
753-1692.

527-5460 or 354-8966

490
Used Cars

Global Mortgage Link

1980 Fiat spider 2000 convertible
5sp ,
needs
work/or for parts $300.00
Call 759-3684 after 6PM

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history

1987 Nissan Stanza GXE.
4-cyl. auto, w/O.D. brakes,
locks, windows, mirrors,
cold air, tilt-wheel AM/FM
cassette. Good Michelin
tires. Runs & drives good.
$1500.00 Call 753-0988.
1995 DARK Green Ford
Escort. 4 door, AC., AM/
FM cassette. 96,xxx miles.
Mint condition. $3900 Call
753-1692.

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 )r.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
3BR., 2 bath brick home,
one car garage, 1500 sq.ft.
living area, fenced back
yard with trees. Priced in
the lower $70's. Call 7533903.
BASEMENT house. Open
in front. 3br., 2 bath
detached garage & outbuilding in county, close to
town. $49,900 Cat 4892370.
BEAUTIFUL Log home for
sale or long term rent, 3br,
living, dining, and kitchen,
cathedral ceilings, full log
with beams and tongue &
groove throughout Central
heat & air, like new swimming pool, 1.5 acres of
wooded property Owner
financing available.
1-901-232-8545.

OUTSTANDING Home in
Estates
Canterbury
possession 1998 Olds Intrigue. White,
Immediate
4br, 21/2 baths 1520 34,xxx miles, excellent
condition. $12,500.00 753Canterbury
0956 after 6PM.
436-5922
2 Pontiacs, a
1985
PRICE REDUCED!
Pansienne $1,950 and a
Ranch
bath.
3br,
2
1997,
sunbird
LE-V6
w/large deck, 2 car garage. 1994
Open floor plan. Priced to $4,000 Call 759-3571
sell! 759-9874
309-837-1334.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
98 Banshee Excellen
condition 753-6773 afte
5PM
YAMAHA 185 new mud
tires, needs minor work
$200.00 Call 759-3684
after 6PM.

2000
Chevy
Impala.
Excellent condition. Red,
19,xxx miles, all power
including C/D player &
power seats. (days) 7537902
(nights) 489-2671
2001 Mitsubishi Eclipse
GT, 6 cylinders, 24 value,
2dr, loaded, 3.910 miles.
Call Allan Beane. 7536971(H) or 762-3254(W).

ritces °tiered

Used Cara
2000 BMW 232-1 12K, like
new $28,600 or $3500
down, take over lease
$374/mo Call 753-7673
after 6PM
87 Lt 500 Fresh rebuilt
engine $120000 OBO
489-2119 753-0044, 4928892
'92 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
76,xxx $7250 Phone 4354125
'95 Dodge Intrepid All
power $7000.00 7533557
CADILLAC DeSeville (1) at
Brandon Auto World. Red,
near mint condition. 1987
140,000 miles, 1 owner, all
power. $3800 00 OBO.
Call 753-9786

Vans
1990 Chevy Lumina van,
good vehicle $1500.00
492-8464
1993 Chevy Lumina APV
165,xxx miles Clean &
dependable $1200 under
assessed value $3500.00
firm 436-5808
1996 Ford Windstar LX
van Very clean, great condition, rear air, keyless
entry, $13,000 OBO 7595635 leave message
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr,, hunter green, dual air,
luggage
rack
20,300
miles $17,400 0 Must sell'
247-5265

1994 5-10 Blazer 4DR, CARPORTS for cars and
4WD loaded, good mites, trucks Special sizes for
new tires Call 759-1274
motor home, boats RVs
84 Suburban Good work and etc Excellent protectruck $100000 753-6773 tion high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
after 5PM
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
1000 SR Discount We sell
caps and screens
chimney
NEED a reliable vehicle*?
Tracy Manning 435-4006
Buy mine, It's a 1994
Mazda 4-cylinder extended COTTAGE Grove Tn Deer
cab pick-up in great condi- processing 901-782-3453
tion Must sell due to grow- $42 00 processing fee
ing family $3900 00 Call
FENCING
753-4870 after 5 00
Midway Fence Company
$20
Chain link, custom wood
Boats & Motors
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
15' Fiberglass Fishing
prices Insured
Boat 50 hp Mercury with Deckle Farley 759-1519.
power trim. Depth finder
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
and
trolling
motor
Trimming, removal, stump
Excellent condition garage
grinding, firewood Insured
kept $2000. 759-1094 or
489-2839
753-9544 after 5o m
GRAVEL & lop soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
D&D ROOFING
GUTTERS
Call us for all of your roofSeamless Aluminum
ing needs 436-2613
Gutters Variety of colors
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Free estimates
Siding. Quality Work. Free
West Ky Seamless
Estimates Over 25 Years
Gutters 753-0278
Experience.
Gerald
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
Walters 753-2592.
wanted. No lob too small
ELECTRICAL
Give us a call. Yes we
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replac- clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
ing a switch
HIGH school freshman
Licensed & Insured
needs work, will rake
753-0834
leaves. Call 759-1693.

89' Chevy 4x4 2500. 4sp
350, red $4,200 Ask for
Rick 753-0602

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before Loans available for bankrupt,
bad credit, no credit. No co-signers
necessary.
Call Ruthie

I

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming

David's Cleaning
Services

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pant Lanai,
Removal

1-800-909-9064

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

CARPET CI
FLOORING.

A

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor ioists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
P/us...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Hones
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

rrzb 19mtheri

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price 2
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy"

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

=MovtngCross Country Or Local
Licensed ct Insured

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
.=
Fax (270) 753-1927

WE DOT Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
_f, r
rVERI

CARP T &ft OR C

Torn
Taylor
Rd

Murray

Z

Hwy 641 - 1112 mitts south of
*
1
Knight's
Tom Taylor fid.
Hazel KY
R)ght 1500 yards.
3i124vti30
3111
•
'AMA
•
31l1
411400
•
OCK)M01:1VH
13a:11;3•

753-7728

mu,,,,,to

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

7*iffta1Sid

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator

*Luke Lamb*

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Duality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

sERVI ES OFFERED

FuRNISHINGS,

Wiggins Furniture

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET
,ERNVIICTILE•COMPTILE.VNY

Serving The Area For 27 Years

David's Home Improvement

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

ist

HOME
SECURITY

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor Lcertse •M02182

27o-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99 Monthly Services/Monitoring Fee
Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St.• 753-0530

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

TRIPP'S
Backhoe Service
Septic
System's,
Foundation's, Driveway's,
MOVING
Hauling Land Clearing
Lamb Brothers
436-2778
Cross Country Or Local
TUCKER LAWN CARE
Licensed & Insured Call
SERVICES
Luke Lamb At
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
1-877-902-5262 or
AFFORDABLE Hauling
clipping removal dethatch270-753-2555
tree work, cleaning out
ing, aeration. overseeding
NATURAL CREEK
sheds, gutters, etc
bed
&
fertilization,
Lawn Service
436-2867
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
ALL
Carpentry, Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
Electrical. Home building,
cleanup Call 753-9731
additions,
remodeling.
Free Column
Rotten floors, sagging
Asphalt
Seal
Coating
roofs. Home & Mobile
FREE round trampoline
Travis Asphalt
repair,
vinyl
siding
rame and springs 492Sealing
References Call Larry
8464
-Driveways
Nimmo.
'Parking lots
753-9372, 753-0353.
'Striping
ANTENNAS
Including
FREE ESTIMATES
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
amplifiers, and acces753-2279
sories.
BACKHOE SERVICE
Dish Network & Direct TV
ROY HILL. Septic system,
Satellite Systems, Sales, drive-ways, hauling, founService and Installation.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
Beasley's Antenna
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
& Satellite,
All work guaranteed Free
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
estimates Call 753-1308
502-759-0901.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

A TEAM EFFORT...Pictured are members of the Southwest
Elementary School Academic Team 2000. The team is led by
coaches Anne Herndon (back left) and Becki Reed (back right).
Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts (bottom right) is the principal of the
School.

HOROSCOPES

We Specialize in Cleaning"

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Seri.

is Cltari°
LEES
CARPET
CLEANING
Carpets
upholstery &
Emergency
Water
Removal Serving Murray
Since
1970
Free
Satisfaction
Estimates
Guaranteed
753-5827

As

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
EXTERIOR
TREE
ROOFER
CLEANING
SERVICES
for houses,
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

relL

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

LEAVES, LEAVES,
LEAVES!
LEAF your leaves to us
Leaf removal or mulching
Call David at Beechy
Creek Grounds Maintence
436-5085
559-5943 cell

HOME IMPROVEMENT
itamb Brothers
) Tree Service
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2x2 $205
2x4 $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.

Nov. 8, 2000:
Focus on the quality of your personal and
professional lives. Try to eliminate problems in your day-to-day life. Work on
efficiency. Work on clear communication. Structure more of what you like into
your day-to-day life. By assuming
responsibility for your life, you can also
change its direction. If you are single.
romance blooms, but you might not want
to make a live-in situation out of your
bond this year. If attached, a change in
the way you relate or possibly in your
home can add to the quality of your tie.
ARIES helps you at work
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
***** Keep communication flowing, even if you are wondering where
another is coming from. You will learn, if
you keep talking. Tension surrounds a
project and a fnendship. Make strong
decisions. A partner could be difficult
and testy. Express understanding.
Tonight. Do your thing.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Assume a low profile. A partner or associate could be having difficulty with pressure. Stay on target and
maintain understanding. Meanwhile, you
do need to follow your instincts financially. It might not be important for
another to understand you nght now.
Tonight: Get a good night's sleep
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Be positive and forthnght
Pitch in with a fnend and don't undermine a situation. Reach out for someone
at a distance Carefully check out an
idea Not everyone needs to agree with
you. A trusted friend does a great Job of
playing devil's advocate. Review a decision Tonight. Where your fnends are
CANCER dune 2I -July 221
**** All eyes turn to you. You have
many ideas that you don't often share
Your instincts help with a professional
concern. You find answers where others
don't Reorganize your work to be more
efficient Tonight: In the limelight
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* *** Do needed research, which
includes making calls and seeking out
experts. if need be You gam through
your contacts and affable manner An
associate. though confusing an issue.
does indirectly help out. Use care with
family and building foundations Step
hack from a reactive person Tonight,
Escape to a good movie

1

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
***** One-on-one relating takes
you to a new level. Understand more of
what motivates! key partner. A misunderstanding with a co-worker could be a
problem. Try to maintain communication. Express your concerns. A boss sides
with you. Tonight: Talk turkey with a
loved one.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Someone has a nice way of
expressing himself. Be sensitive to what
another suggests. even if you disagree.
Financial nsk-taking proves to be difficult and most disconcerting in the long
run. Reach out for another at a distance
for advice. Try. another style of communication with a loved one. Tonight. Say
yes to a loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Pace yourself and stay even. A
loved one tests your limits. You need to
keep expressing what is on your mind.
One-on-one relating bnngs greater financial secunty. Listen to the advice of a
proven associate. You might want to
reorganize your finances. Tonight: Work
late.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your fiery nature encourages
another to speak out. Do nothing
halfway. Visualize what you want.
Another might be unusually difficult or
touch) You also might be misreading
this person's behavior_ You want
answers. Tonight. Accept an invitation
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
*** Fnends and money do not mix
well. You might learn this the hard way.
Carefully rethink a decision. You might
not see eye to eye with a fnend nght
now. Make it OK to have different ideas
Your strength lies in your work. Focus on
what is positive. Tonight. Mosey on
home.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep talking, even though a
boss could be upset by something you do
or do not do. Maintain humor with others Another might be having a difficult
time counting on you. this could be a
problem Discuss communication and
what you expect from each other.
Tonight. Continue to clear the air
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Deal with finances You could
be stunned when you see recent trends
Do needed research, but don't back down
when you feel you are right Your
insights could make all the difference to
another. A boss comes through for you.
Your work provides answers. Tonight:
Clear out stress
BORN TODAY
"Dracula." creator Bram Stoker (1847),
author Margaret Mitchell (1900), TV
personality Mary Hart (1951)
•••
_
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you have any
recent evidence that certain herbal
remedies cause health problems? My
friend says that some cause cancer,
which I find hard to believe.
DEAR READER: Hard to believe or
not, your friend's statement is correct.
As pointed out in an editorial in The
New England Journal of Medicine
(June 8, 2000), the Chinese herb
Aristolochia fangchi has been shown
to cause kidney and bladder cancer in
humans.
Suspicions were first raised a
decade ago when, in a Belgian clinic,
women were given a Chinese weightreduction herb that was contaminated
by A. fangchi. Within three years,
dozens of the patients developed progressive renal failure. In 1994, the
first bladder cancers were reported.
Following publication of this information, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia and Germany banned the
use of herbal remedies that contain
this toxin. Unfortunately, the product
remains available in many American
stores.
Because of the 1994 Dietary
Supplement Health and Education
Act, the Food and Drug Administration is no longer permitted to regulate the manufacture, purity and distribution of most herbal remedies,
some of which — notably ephedra —
are clearly associated with major
health risks.
It is inconceivable to many scientists that Congress has shown so little
interest in protecting the consumer
from dangerous dietary supplements,
fraudulent claims, products contaminated by lead and arsenic, and dietary
supplements that are — in reality —
medicines containing powerful prescription drugs (such as cortisone)
that are not listed on the labels.
Certainly, all of us deserve to be protected against pharmaceutical fraud
and abuse, yet the public continues to
believe that such herbal remedies
rarely place people in real danger.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
Until the Dietary Supplement Act
can be revised and modified (a
lengthy process at best), our elected
officials need to initiate an educational program that will inform consumers of the hazards of certain
herbal remedies, especially those that
are manufactured in parts of the

DEAR ABBY

world where quality control and public
responsibility are, apparently, lacking.
As with conventional medications,
these unregulated supplements have
the potential to cause harm. Take
them at your own risk.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads II: Herbs and Healing
Fads." Other readers who would like a
copy should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Following a rattlesnake bite in 1999, my son has suffered from short attention span, poor
concentration and frightful performance in school. How long will it take
for the venom to leave his body?
DEAR READER: Rattlesnake
venom causes extensive local damage, including swelling, pain and
death of tissue, as well as systemic
effects, such as blood vessel inflammation, coagulation defects and nerve
disorders (tingling, numbness, spasm,
weakness, headache and confusion).
However, these effects last only a few
days if antivenin is administered
promptly. The effects of the snakebite
do not continue after the acute symptoms have resolved.
I suspect that your son's continuing
problems at school are more likely
due to other factors. Ask his pediatrician about this and, if appropriate,
have your son tested for attention
deficit disorder or depression.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

***

DEAR ABBY: I've heard that
you can fall in love with people
you've met over the Internet, on
blind dates or even dialing the
wrong number — but have you ever
heard of people falling in love
through a toilet bowl?
I am a female inmate in a county
jail in California. Men and women
here speak to each other through
air vents and the plumbing system.
We take all the water out and talk
through the toilet bowls.
I have met a great guy. I've
never seen him, but we have so
much in common. After speaking
with each other every day for a
month, he told me he loved me and
wanted to be my "one and only."
I haven't told him I love him yet,
because I feel I can't trust my emotions as long as I am locked up. I
suspect that I care a great deal
about him.
Abby, have you ever heard of a
toilet bowl romance? Do you think
this is possible?
BOWLED OVER IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR BOWLED OVER: Your
letter is a first! The answer to
your questions are:"No" and "I
have my doubts." You may be
pulling my chain, but I'll take
your word that you are serious.
Wait until you are both released
and have gotten to know each
other before you decide to give
your heart to "John" Doe.

c c nnliCS

Esi_coNicola
OK I DON'T
BELIEVE
TWAT

r-

Ak-1- HI le
FIRST I WANTED ME TO
BE HAPPY, IRVING.
VIVIAN'?„ rTHEN
I WANTED MY MOM
`40U SAID YOU
WANTED ME TO BE
HAPPY CATHY.

Ten years ago
In the General Elecuon yester
day, Rep. Carroll Hubbard and Sen
Mitch McConnell were elected.
Teresa Bazzell of Kirksey received the $300 second place
award for her painting, "Layering
Magnetic Images," at Paducah Art
Guild's "Paducah 90" competition.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Johnson, Oct.
16; a girl to Donna and Cris Bush
and a girl to Jolinda and Michael
Hamlet, Nov. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cohoon will
be married 50 years Nov. 8.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University's fall
1980 enrollment has been announced as 8,061, an increase of
220 students over the 7,841 at the
university the same time a year go.
Mrs. Sallie T. Guy of Murray
became moderator of Presbytery of
Western Kentucky (Union) for
1980-81 at a meeting at First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
Jean W. Cloar, Calloway
County extension agent in home
economics, has been presented the
Distinguished Service Award at the
1990 annual meeting of National
Association of Extension Home
Economists at White Sulphur
Springs, W.Va.
Thirty years ago
Don Brock, Durwood Beatty,
Willard Ails, Thomas Turner, Arlie
Scott, Barletta Wrather and Ash
Raymond of the Calloway County
Council on Drug Education heard
Gov. Louie B. Nunn speak on
"Drug Abuse" at a meeting at
Broadway Methodist Church,

DEAR LIVING LIFE: I'm
pleased to pass along your message. Our time on Earth is not
infinite; therefore, our days
should be spent the way we
invest our money — wisely.
You're a pragmatic woman. I
admire your determination to
CONTRACT BRIDGE
suck as much of the juice out of
the fruit of life as you can. Bon North
dealer.
attitude signals take precedence
appetill
East-West vulnerable
over suit-preference signals. If a
**
NORTH
player gives a signal that cannot be
*Q 432
either count or attitude, then it is,
DEAR ABBY: My 11-year-old
V 10 5
in all likelihood, suit-preference.
son has cut his beautiful long eye•Q 8 4
A fine example is provided by
lashes. I am heartbroken. Will they
4/Q 8 6 5
this deal from a recent sectional
grow back?
WEST
EAST
tournament in Connecticut. South
WORRIED MOM
K65
46 A J 109 7 opened with five diamonds in third
IN WASHINGTON
J 972
V Q 8 6 4 3 seat, ending the auction.
DEAR WORRIED MOM:They •6 2
•—
West led the king of clubs,
should grow back. I called my
4A K 9 3
410 7 2
East
playing the deuce and South
ophthalmologist, who assured
SOUTH
the four. As East could not have a
+8
doubleton (he would have begun a
V AK
high-low on the king), West
• A KJ 10 9 7 53
switched to a low heart at trick
4J4
two, declarer taking East's queen
The bidding:
with the ace. South then made the
North East
South West
excellent return of the club jack,
Pass
Pass
5•
AllPass delaying the drawing of trumps in
Opening lead — king ofclubs.
order not to give the opponents an
opportunity to signal one another.
Suit-preference signals are
It can be seen that ifWest takes
both the most abused and the the club ace and returns another
most underused plays in bridge. heart, hoping his partner has the
This might sound contradictory, king, South will make the conbut_itis nonetheless true. The tract. After winning the heart redichotomy exists because many turn, South can draw trumps endplayers try to give suit-preference ing in dummy and discard his lossignals in situations where they ing spade on the club queen. West's
do not apply, yet miss other oppor- play after taking the club ace would
tunities where such signals can be therefore appear to be a guess.
used.
But East came to West's resA good rule of thumb is the cue by playing the ten of clubs on
following: The play of an unneces- the second club lead. Since West
1...AND THEN I WANTED
ISN'T IT 31.1ST LIKE A
sarily high or low card when other knew that East still had the miss'IOU TO BE HAPPY !
MAN TO IGNORE THE MAP
alternatives are known to exist is ing seven of clubs, West concluded
UNTIL. THEN YOU WERERao TAKE THE SHORTcLIT? a suit-preferen
ce signal, provided that his partner was directing him
SUPPOED TO SIT
all other types ofsignals (i.e., atti- to return a spade rather than a
AND WATCH SPORTS!
tude and count) have been ruled heart. West duly returned a spade,
out. In other words, count and and the contract went down one.
Tomorrow: Percentages aren't always right.

DR. GOTT

11:20A.1 iv
THIS ARTICLE SAYS
THAT EVERYONE
TELLS A LIE ONCE
iN A M.IILE

DEAR ABBY: I'm in my 50s,
have a serious heart condition — I
almost died twice — and am living
on borrowed time. My doctors know
it, my family knows it, and I know
it. We have talked about it, as well
as my living will and organ donation. We have also discussed at
length quality of life, as opposed to
quantity of life.
Some well-meaning people, out
of a mistaken sense of kindness,
would like me to do nothing but
vegetate. I remind them I am still
alive and able to do quite a few
things. Perhaps vegetating would
extend my life, but what would the
"cost" be? Right now I can travel, do
most of my own housework, putter
in the flower garden and help my
husband. While I cannot lift my
grandchild or run in the yard with
her, I can read to her and help her
with the dishes.
It is demoralizing when people
refuse to listen as I try to explain
quality vs. quantity of life. I know
they want me to be cautious
because they fear losing me. I am
afraid much of the time, and am in
no hurry to "meet my Maker," but
when that day does come, I'll die
knowing I made the best of the
most precious gift there is — life.
Abby, please ask your readers to
encourage and help those with limitations to live life to the fullest. And
urge your readers who are blessed
with good health not to waste it, but
to use this gift of life for the good of
all.
LIVING LIFE
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

LOOKM-a BACK

me that the normal life cycle of
an eyelash is six weeks. In practically no time, your son will be
batting his eyelashes again.
P.S. Since sharp, pointed
objects near the eyes can be
very dangerous, inform your
son that there will be severe
penalties if he does it again.

AND DAD TD BE HAPPY.
THEM I WANTED tAY
FRIENDS TO BE KAPP/
WITH m4 HAPPINESS...

0

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
I

FIR BrrIR

r VV CD Ft

No I CAN BUILD /1 New
VILLA5E - N EVEN
E5E1TER ONE' IN FACT
IVE ALREA py STARTED
TO SEE How I'M
6oiN6 TO Dorf,

6.61.11VIG

E
OH, I THINK I'M RRETTy
ORDINARY Goys WHO
BUILD STUFF HAVE HAD
TD PUT UP 1.4.)rn-1 VANDALS
6INCE 11-1E DAys OF
r -elE CAVE MAN!
WHAT DOES
THAT SAy FOR
EVOLUTIoN7

QAFtFIEL_ID

1 Viscount
5 Presidential
inits
8 Ten —
12 Wading bird
13 Caviar
14 Creamycentered
cookie
15 Actress Ryan
16 A Goodman
18 Cleopatra's
serpent
19 Lawenforcement
abbr.
20 Causes of
Sorrow
21 Borgnine ID
23 Engineer's
deg.
24 Homer work
26 Industry
28 Blood
vessels
29 Vehicle
30 Roman 1006
32 Filmdom's
Mrs
Robinson
33 Drag
1

12

3

12

34 Expired
35 R-V linkup
36 — League
37 Excel
38 Male titles
40 Three (Sp.)
41 Silver symbol
43 "— Deum"
44 Green
vegetable
45 Roman 600
47 Border
49 Man's name
51 Sheep's cry
52 Gershwin
namesakes
54 Mother
55 — big (brag)
56 — vera
57 Sympathetic
sighs
58 Large dagger

DOWN
1 Lacking
firmness
2 Respectful
3 Tractor-trailer
4 Susskind ID
5 Liberated
6 Johnson and
Drysdale
5

6

7

ASP CHEE031 MAR
CIA
ELS Ig OLE
ENTER
TRICKLE
TREE ENE
PRIMARY SEDER
AA
ALIAS SELA
RCA SCRAP COL
EERO ANTELOPE
DREAM SUTURES
ROA PUKA
PERSIST LETHE
ONE SHAR I
ECM
PAS TETRA
DIM
11-70 2000 United Feature Syndicate
7 Stimpy's pal
8 — up in
flames
9 Brazilian
parrot
10 Modest
11 Hitchcock film
16 Women's
scarves
17 Time penod
ill9

13

10

11

14
17

15UU

Answer to Previous Puzzle

le

19
24
28

PEAN LJrS

32

ii

27

iiiA

ill ,
d

35

/WES mAAAA
WE WANT To eoe
SOME MATERIAL
F.:..1R3,A SKATIN6
ORES5

,iTTLE FRIEND HERE HAS
%.43UATEEREV TD MAKE v4E A
SKATING OUTFIT FoR A
COMPEIIM6N6€tN

ArEN'T
3H AND POORE I aCR&E" ExcrrEr).
WE'LL NEW AfIOUT A MILLION
MARCiE
SEOUg NS! WHEN CM OUT THERE
DONG W Nk.A1/302,: .JANT
LL 5PARgLE!
TO REAY
•

mie 4773ktA04
HURTS CLEAR
DOWN TO M‘f'
"DEC

iii
it adila
mil

1uauIIum

rr.

58

ill

20 Dinner drink
22 Entertainer
King
25 Peanuts"
character
26 Lay down the
27
28
29
31
33

Leaves out
— deferens
Demure
Altar words
Appliance
store
purchases
34 Club fees
36 Angered
37 Algerian
seaport
39 'Tag" player
40 Athletic
groups
41 Operatic
highlight
42 Working -44 Farm
implement
45 Valley
46 Hard deposit
48 Chinese
leader
50 — Sumac
51 Forbod
53 Selenium
symbol
55 Selleck ID

Paducah, Nov. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Bion Poyner were
mamed for 50 years Oct. 23.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Young, Nov. 2;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dwight
Keown, Nov. 3.
Forty years ago
Ralph L. Eslick M.D. has joined
the staff of Murray Hospital as a
consultant radiologist.
Murray College High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America presented a demonstration
on the use of parliamentary procedure at a meeting for the state
board of Jaycees Oct. 29.
Mrs. Joe Hosford and Mrs.
Bobby Grogan presented a lesson
on "A Place for Everything" at a
meeting of Suburban Homemakers
Club at the home of Mrs. Jack Wilson.
Fifty years ago
Emery Hook Jr. has been called
back into the service of Army Reserves and has left for duty at Fort
Meade, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brandon
were married 50 years Nov. 4.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ulis woods, Oct. 30;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B.
Newberry, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph N. Berry, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Ross and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Simpson, Oct.
31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bybee, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Roberts and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Lee, Nov. I; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J.T. Duffy, Nov. 2; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Cherry,
Nov. 3.

{TODAY IN HISTORT
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 7, the
312th day of 2000. There are 54
days left in the year. This is Election Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 7, 1917, Russia's Bolshevik Revolution took place as
forces led by Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
overthrew the provisional government of Alexander Kerensky.
On this date:
In 1893, the state of Colorado
granted its women the right to vote.
In 1916, Republican Jeannette
Rankin of Montana became the
first woman elected to Congress.
In 1944, President Franklin Roosevelt won an unprecedented fourth
term in office, defeating Thomas E.
Dewey.
In 1980, actor Steve McQueen
died in Juarez, Mexico, at age 50.
In 1989, L. Douglas Wilder won
the governor's race in Virginia, becoming the first elected black governor in U.S. history; David N.
Dinkins was elected New York City's first black mayor.
One year ago: Relatives of the
victims of EgyptAir Flight 990
gathered in Newport, R.I., to bid
them a wrenching farewell, a week
after the plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean. Tiger Woods became
the first golfer since Ben Hogan in
1953 to win four straight tournaments. Kenya's Joseph Chebet won
the New York City Marathon;
Adriana Fernandez won the
women's division.
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Ramirez wants record deal

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

Van Haverstock

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
W
L
Pct.
4
Philadelphia
0
1 000 —
Boston
2
1
.667 1 1/2
New York
2
1
667 11(2
Orlando
2 .600 1 1/2
3
Miami
1
2
.333 2 112
New Jersey
1
2 .333 21/2
Washington
1
3
250
3
Central Division
Pct.
GB
W
L
Cleveland
1 000 —
3
0
Charlotte
3
750
1/2
1
Indiana
1
2
2
333
Milwaukee
333
1
2
2
Detroit
1
3
250 2 1/2
Toronto
1
3
250 2 1/2
Chicago
0
3
000
3
Atlanta
0
4
000 3 1/2
Monday's Games
Orlando 110, Seattle 99
Dallas 108, Denver 96
Utah 98, Minnesota 92
Vancouver 97. Atlanta 87
Sacramento 79, Portland 75
Today's Games
Boston at Toronto, 6 p.m.
New York at Milwaukee, 7 p.m
Washington at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Atlanta at Portland, 9 p.m.

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L
W
Pct.
Utah
0
4
1.000
San Antonio
1 000
3
0
Dallas
1
750
3
Vancouver
1
750
3
Minnesota
2
2
500
Denver
1
3
250
Houston
3
1
250
Pacific Division
L
W
Pct.
L A Lakers
1
750
3
Phoenix
1
3
750
Sacramento
2
600
3
Golden State
2
333 1
1
L A Clippers
1
3
250
Portland
1
3
250
Seattle
3
1
250

GB
1/2
1
1
2
3
3
GB

1/2
1/2
2
2
2

Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee at Indiana, 6 p.m
New Jersey at Washington, 6 m
Detroit at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Seattle at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Cleveland at New York, 6:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Dallas. 7 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at San Antonio, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Denver, B p.m.
Utah at L.A. Clippers. 930 p.m.
Golden State at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.

AMELIA ISLAND, Fla. (AP)
— More than four days after making a $200 million salary proposal, Manny Ramirez still hasn't gotten a formal response from the
Cleveland Indians.
"The process needs to play itself
out," Cleveland general manager
John Hart said Monday at baseball's GM meetings.
Hart spoke to agent Jeff Moorad
on Monday and told him he had
four conference calls with Indians
owner Larry Dolan during the day.
Moorad, who said three AL
teams and three NL teams have
contacted him about Ramirez, said
he expected to hear from the Indians on Tuesday.
"The Indians have a proposal
in their hands," Moorad said. "Like
it or not, it represents a contract
Manny would live by and would
re-sign with the Indians."
They need to make a counteroffer
before Friday, when their exclusive negotiating rights expire, or
they risk losing Ramirez to a team
willing to pay his steep price.
"Any time a player goes out
and can talk to the rest of the
clubs, there is some danger
involved," Hart said."There is some
danger for the player as well. If
they elect to go out, the club may
make other moves."
To that end, the Indians have

already contacted the agents for
outfielders Ellis Burks and Tony
Gwynn as potential replacements
in right field.
Burks would appear to be the
first choice. He hit .344 with 24
homers and 96 RBIs in 393 atbats for San Francisco last year
and would be a much cheaper
alternative to Ramirez.
That would free up money for
the Indians to upgrade their pitching rotation. They are believed to
be interested in Mike Mussina, Mike
Hampton, Darren Dreifort and
Denny Neagle.
"Our goal is to put out a championship caliber team out there,"
Hart sa,id.
While Hart is planning for possible life without Manny, he hasn't closed the door on further talks
this week with Moorad.
Ramirez, 28, has driven in 432
runs the past three seasons and is
one of the most feared hitters in
the game. He has asked for the
richest contract in pro sports —
one few teams can afford.
"Ultimately, all clubs, with the
exception of one or two in this
industry, have an economic bottom line on what they can afford,"
Hart said.
However, the New York Yankees have a bottom line unlike'
any other team. The three-time

RAMIREZ
World Series champions had a
record $113 million payroll this
season, and with a new cable television deal coming that could reach
$130 million in 2001.
While Ramirez asked Cleveland
for $20 million a year, and Carlos Delgado signed a four-year
deal with Toronto worth $17 million annually, agent Scott Boras
refused to put a price tag on his
client, Alex Rodriguez, who will
likely become baseball's highestpaid player.
"Envision Toronto or Cleveland
if they could put Delgado or
Ramirez at shortstop," Boras said.
"Think about how good those teams

would be with another slugger at
those positions. That's what Alex
brings to a franchise. He's an extra
slugger and a premier defender.
... He's a franchise icon."
Sixteen teams have already contacted Boras about Rodriguez, and
the agent will meet with most of
them this week before plotting
strategy with his client.
The two will then meet together with many of the teams over
the next three weeks. It might take
until next month's winter meetings for a deal to be made.
"If you look at the revenues
of the game, there are probably
only a handful of teams that can
make it fit," said Mets GM Steve
Phillips, who works for one of
those teams that might be the
favorite in the A-Rod sweepstakes.
Rodriguez, 25, hit .316 with 41
homers and 132 RBIs this season.
He already has 189 homers and
966 hits in a career that could set
many records.
Boras said Rodriguez wants a
long-term deal so he can buy a
home and stay in one city. The
dimensions of a stadium will not
dictate where A-Rod signs despite
his complaints about spacious Safeco Field in Seattle.
Boras also said that Rodriguez
hasn't ruled out playing for the
Yankees.

Mumme, Wildcats search for winning cure
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
coach Hal Mumme knows exactly what his
team needs to regain a little bit of swagger as it suffers through its current sixgame losing streak.
"A win would cure a lot of things, and.
there's nothing more important than that
this week," Mumme said Monday. "And
I'm sure they're saying the same thing right
now down in Nashville."
Kentucky and Vanderbilt have pretitY. ifi'
common as they prepare for Saturday's
showdown at Commonwealth Stadium: •
— Each has a 2-7 overall record and is

winless (0-6) in Southeastern Conference win. It'll be a challenge for both teams,
Mumme said his own confidence has
play.
I'm sure."
wavered at times as he has searched for
— Each has fallen to Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky may not remember how it feels ways to keep his team motivated in the
Mississippi and South Carolina.
to win a game. Since a 41-34 victory over midst of a lost season.
— Each is ranked in the bottom half of Indiana on Sept. 19, the Wildcats have been
"You've got to really work at being posDivision I schools in total defense: the outscored 217-112.
itive, and it's hard to do sometimes," he
Commodores are 67th, the Wildcats 79th.
That fact doesn't sit well with Mumme, said. "You wake up in the morning some— And each has a quarterback coming an offensive guru who always has prided times and really try hard to find some posoff his worst performance of a long, dis- himself on fielding competitive teams that itive things, so I just kind of rely on my
appointing season.
score a lot of points.
faith.
-We're in similar situations," Mumme said.
"It always shakes your confidence when
"But like I've said before, a bad day of
"It's kind of going to be. a 'Battle for the 'you don't have succep," he said. "0111 being the Kentucky football coach-is- still
Bottom' here. It's not very much fun to /to-- tv
-efejtiSt g
-iiing Co. keep doing what we've a better day than you have in most other
this, but we certainly want to try to get a been doing and try to get better at it."
things."

WEDNFSD.XY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• California All-Stars vs.
Murray Stark (exhibition)
RSEC - 7 p.m.
FRIDAY
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• E. Kentucky vs. Murray St.
Racer Arena - 7 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
• Murray vs. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.

A NEW AND EXCITING Racer riflers earn split
WAY OF DOING BUSINESS

at
BRANDON liew0RLD
1 300 N. 1 21 Bypass • Murray, KY (Next to Lowe's)

In appreciation of everyone that registered in the
"Great Cadillac Giveaway" now thru 11/18/00 come
in to Brandon Auto World make your best deal then
receive an additional $250.00 off your purchase price.
Bill Blackburn
General Manager
lI

s

Brandon Auto World, LLC
1300-121 BYPASS 75.3-5315
MURRAY KENTUCKY 4207'

PAY 4/0

IfeurcO.d

Odiats

DATE

a 1.166 in smallbore and a 389 in air rifle, while
Wheeldon shot a 1,163 in smallbore and a 392 in
air rifle.
MSU junior J.T. Hearn notched a 399 from the
prone position during his smallbore round, one point
short of a perfect score, while junior Jill Livesay
added a 397 from the same shooting position.
The matches concluded the Racers' fall schedule.
Murray State will return to action Jan. 20 at the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships in Cookeville,
Tenn.
MSU has won or shared all seven OVC titles,
splitting the 1996 league crown with Tennessee Tech.
Women's Tennis
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. — MSU wrapped up
its fall schedule over the weekend at the 1TA Southeast Regional Championships, hosted by Wake Forest University.
In pre-qualifying competition Thursday, Lady Racer
junior Maria Alonte lost to Tennessee-Martin's Karla
Azuara 6-3, 7-5 while junior Kerry-Lea Glass was
defeated 6-1, 6-1 by Memphis' Betsy Card.
In the singles draw on Friday. freshman Melissa
Spencer fell 6-1, 6-1 to Marlene Melia of North
Carolina.
In Friday's doubles action, Alonte and sophomore
Erica Heshelman lost 8-3 to Clemson's Christina
Oldock and Ana Stiglic.
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Bill Blackburn
CrPflerEll Manager

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State rifle team competed in a pair
of dual meets on the road last weekend, defeating
Morehead State Saturday and falling to Kentucky
Sunday.
In Morehead Saturday; the Racers emerged victorious with a 6,107 aggregate score by shooting
a 4,563 out of a possible 4,800 in smallbore and a
1.544 out of a possible 1,600 in air rifle.
Morehead State's men's team shot a 5,705 (4,3081,535), while the Lady Eagles fired a 5,635 (4,1801.455).
Freshman Morgan Hicks' 1,561 aggregate was
one of five aggregate scores for Murray of 1,503
or better. Hicks recorded a 1,168 in smallbore and
a 393 in air rifle.
Morehead was paced by Chip Tobbe's 1,495 aggregate.
In Lexington Sunday, the Racers outshot Kentucky's 'Blue' squad 4.626-4,617 in smallbore, but
the Wildcats took the air rifle competition 1,5471,535 to win the match 6,164-6,161.
The UK 'White' squad tallied a 5,543 (4,4361,107).
Hicks and UK's Bradley Wheeldon — the brother of 1999-2000 MSU All-American Martin Wheeldon — tied for meet honors at 1,555. Hicks fired

Gary Key

(270)753-531 5

Tripp Purdom

Janice Asbruir,

STOP IN OR CALL us TODAY!

Jim SuitRr

Murray State Racers
vs
California All Stars

Wes Mapes

1-800-455-531 5
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Wednesday, November 8
7:00 p.m.
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Racers look for winning season
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the first time in three years, there
will be no Ohio Valley Conference title
at stake when Murray State and Tennessee State meet Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
However, it doesn't mean that emotional and motivational factors won't be
prevalent — especially for the Racers.
Murray (5-5), stung by the Tigers' lategame heroics the past two years, hopes
to exact at least some revenge for those
losses.
But, more importantly, Saturday's season finale is an opportunity for the Racers to keep their streak alive for winning
seasons. MSU hasn't had a losing record
since 1994's 5-6 campaign.

"We've put ourselves in position for a
positive outcome," Pannunzio said. "If
you can win this last game, then it seems
like Christmas and Thanksgiving will be
a lot better. I'll be able to smile for a
few weeks ... I was worried for a while
that I wouldn't be able to smile after the
season."
A victory would also help Pannunzio
on the recruiting trail.
"The minute I finish on Saturday, I'll
have one thing on my mind — recruiting," he explained. "If we can somehow
come out of this thing with a winning
record, that would be big for us.
"The majority of the kids we're going
to recruit will have to decide between
us, Western Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky. It's going to help us, but (EKU)

will still get their fair share."
Speaking of Eastern Kentucky, the Racers picked up perhaps their biggest win
of the season last weekend — defeating the
Colonels 24-22 in Richmond. It was MSU's
third straight win at Roy
Kidd Stadium.
"We're very excited
about the outcome of
last week's game," noted
Pannunzio.
"We're proud of how
PANNUNZIO
our kids stepped up. It
sets us up for this week. Now we have
something to build on."
Last Saturday's victory was encouraging on two fronts.

winning 35-yard field goal.
Childress, who already has the fourthbest passing season in school history with
2,561 yards, could surpass Michael Proctor for the third-best season of all-time.
To pass Proctor's 2,817-yard season of
1989, Childress needs to pass for 252
yards against TSU. To move Justin Fuente
out of the No. 2 spot, he would need
305 yards.
That could be a distinct possibility
against a TSU squad that has struggled
to a 2-7 record under new head coach
James Reese. However, Pannunzio stopped
short of calling Saturday's game a pushover.
"I know Tennessee State hasn't had
the type of year that they wanted," he
said. "But everybody knows about them
and what kind of talent they have."

Packers top Vikings

Arizona
earns top
spot in
AP poll
By The Associated Press
Coaches often deflect talk of
No. 1 rankings, especially in the
preseason.
Arizona's Lute Olson and his
players haven't been shying away
from being widely considered the
country's best team. And on Monday, they edged Duke for the top
spot in the Associated Press' preseason college basketball poll.
"I think people have to be confident in their capabilities. They
have high expectations, the staff
has high expectations and the community has high expectations. But
1 think we should have high expectations," Olson said. "But we also
have to understand there has to
be a strong focus and a willingness to work hard for that to happen."
Arizona has all five starters
back from a team that was a top
seed in the NCAA tournament —
the sophomore backcourt of Jason
Gardner and Gilbert Arenas, junior forwards Richard Jefferson and
Michael Wright and senior center
Loren Woods, who missed the end
of last season with a back injury
and has been impressive in returning from offseason surgery.
"We've got everything," Gardner said. "We've got an inside
game. We've got an outside game.
We've got quickness. We've got
strength. It's going to be hard for
anybody to match up with us."
Olson puts this team at the top
of his others at this stage in his
17 seasons at Arizona.
"This one has fewer question
marks than probably any team that
we've had." he said.
The Wildcats, preseason No. 1
in 1997 after they won the national championship, had a sizable
lead in first-place votes from the
national media panel, but finished
with just four more points than
Duke.
Arizona, which finished 25-7
last season after losing to Wisconsin
in the second round of the NCAA
tournament, had 37 first-place votes
and 1,753 points.
Duke, which has four starters
back from the team that was No.
1 in the final poll and lost in the
round of 16, was No. 1 on 29
ballots, and its 1,749 points were
260 more than the defending national champion.
Michigan State, which lost three
starters from the team that won
it all, received five first-place votes
and was just two points in front
of Stanford.
Maryland received the other
first-place vote and was followed
in the Top Ten by North Carolina, Kansas, Illinois. Tennessee and
Seton Hall.
Florida, which lost to Michigan State in the championship
game, was 11th, followed by No.
12 Kentucky, No. 13 Utah, No.
14 Connecticut and Arkansas and
Notre Dame, which were tied for
15th.
UCLA was 17th and was followed by Cincinnati, Wisconsin,
Wake Forest, DePaul, Oklahoma.
Southern California. Virginia and
Iowa State.

An MSU defense that was previously
allowing over 30 points per game limited the Colonels to just 22 points.
The big stat was EKU's minus-2 yards
rushing, which included only 31 yards
from standout tailback Corey Crume.
"You've got to credit our defense,"
Pannunzio said. "They did a hell of a
job. I would never have imagined that
we would hold them to minus-2 yards
rushing. I was just hoping we could hold
them to around 400."
Also, the Racers showed resolve after
blowing a 21-10 lead. Redshirt freshman
quarterback Stewart Childress, who threw
for 264 yards on 24-of-44 passing, led
the MSU offense on a 61-yard drive in
the waning minutes, allowing placekicker Greg Miller to nail the eventual game-

THAT'S A WINNER.. Brett Favre's touchdown pass to Antonio Freeman in overtime helped the Green Bay Packers win
a key Monday night matchup over the Minnesota Vikings
26-20.

"I wouldn't call it a miracle.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — thrilling finisheZlin the history of
I'd call it a happy moment," PackMitch Berger's ball was all wet, Monday Night Football.
"Had it not been for the wet ers coach Mike Sherman said.
and Brett Favre's was dry enough
Happy moment? Favre was skywhen it finally got to Antonio ball (being replaced), we probaFreeman for one of the most spec- bly would have stuck with the high.
tacular touchdowns in NFL histo- slant," Favre said.
"This rates right up there toward
After sending a drenched foot- the top," he said. "I don't know
ry.
That was the difference in Green ball to the sideline, Favre launched if I've ever been part of someBay's 26-20 overtime victory over a deep pass to Freeman, who slipped thing like that. That was remarkthe Minnesota Vikings on a cold, on the wet grass as cornerback Chris able, unbelievable."
wet and windy Monday night at Dishman deflected the ball at the
Safety Darren Sharper, who
20.
Lambeau Field.
intercepted two passes, said nothThe ball bounced off the back ing came close to comparing with
The Vikings (7-2) botched a
33-yard field goal on the last play of Freeman's left shoulder as he this.
of the fourth quarter when Mitch rolled over, and he tipped it into
"I've seen a lot of endings, but
Palmer's poor snap slipped out of his chest with his right hand before noLiiing can really measure up to
it could hit the ground.
Berger's hands.
that," he said.
Freeman grabbed the ball,
"The ball was soaking wet,"
Despite five turnovers to none
Berger said. "We asked for a dry jumped up, juked safety Robert
Green Bay and 11 penalties
for
Griffith and rumbled into the end
ball, but didn't get one."
129 yards, the Vikings were
for
zone for the victory.
Favre did.
to win it on Gary
position
in
"Who says football is all skill?"
After the Packers won the coin
33-yard —field-goal
Anderson's
got
early
"I
--an
said.
toss and 'reached the Minnesota Freeman
driving rain on the
a
in
attempt
into
right
fell
It
gift.
Christmas
for
asked
Winters
Frank
43, center
regulation.
of
play
final
my hands. I knew it didn't hit
a drier ball on third-and-4.
Berger couldn't handle a poor
When the officials obliged, Favre the ground."
by Mitch- Palmer, and Tyrone
snap
Packthe.
time
first
,.It was. the
changed the , call front .,st .short
picked off Berger's desWilliams
the
against
lead
the
had
(4-5)
ers
"slantlong
a
to
route
crossing
stunned Vikings, who lost their peration pass at the 5 as time
and-go."
That led to one of the most second straight after starting 7-0. expired.

Sasaki honored as AL Rookie of the Year
SEATTLE (AP) — Kazuhiro
Sasaki's forkball dazzled American League hitters. It also caught
the attention of the Rookie of the
Year voters.
After helping pitch Seattle within two victories of what would
have been the city's first World
Series, the Mariners' closer became
the second-oldest-Avinner of the
rookie award in baseball history.
The 32-year-old Sasaki went
from Yokohama of Japan's Central League to become the AL Rookie of the Year in voting by the
Baseball Writers Association of
America.The award was announced
Monday.
The only older player than Sasaki to win a rookie award was former Negro leagues star Sam Jethroe,
who was 33 days older in 1950
when he won the NL honor playing for the Boston Braves.
With 37 saves in 40 chances.
Sasaki was a key player in the
Mariners' third postseason appearance in six seasons. The righthander helped the Mariners beat
the Chicago White Sox in their
AL division series and go to six
games in the ALCS against the
New York Yankees.
Sasaki's outstanding season for
Seattle proved to be another shot

in the arm for Japan's baseball
reputation. Japan's Hideo Nomo
was the NL Rookie of the Year
for the Los Angeles Dodgers in
1995.
"America is definitely higher,"
Sasaki said of the level of play.
"The level in Japan is coming
along."
Sasaki took a gamble after pitching 10 seasons in Yokohama, where
he was a six-year All-Star and his
nation's career saves leader. He
decided to see if he was good
enough to pitch effectively in the
majors and signed as a free agent
with the Mariners in December.
Sasaki was more than effective,
principally because of his forkball.
"I'm very confident if it drops,
it won't get hit," Sasaki said during the season.
Sasaki did not expect to get
the Rookie of the Year award
because he didn't think enough of
the voters would recognize him
as a rookie.
Instead, he overwhelmingly finished first in the voting, ahead of
Oakland's Terrence Long and Mark
Quinn of Kansas City.
Sasaki received 17 first-place
votes, five seconds and four thirds
for 104 points.

SIMPLY DAZZLING...Kazuhiro Sasaki's forkball dazzled American League hitters throughout
the 2000 season. That helped the 32-year-old Seattle closer earn AL Rookie of the Year
honors from the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Ross resigns Monday as coach of Lions
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP)
Bobby Ross escaped the pressures
of coaching the Detroit Lions. Gary
Moeller is already starting to feel
them.
Ross. mentally and physically
drained after 3 1/2 years as coach
of the Lions, resigned Monday and
was replaced by assistant coach
Moeller, who was fired as Michigan's coach in 1995 days after his
arrest during a disturbance at a
Detroit-area restaurant.
"I really think I can put less
pressure on myself," Moeller said
Monday after signing a three-year
contract. "But I'm not sure, you
know what I mean? You get into
it. things start to tighten and the
screws start to tighten.

"This honeymoon is going to
end tomorrow, probably in two or
three hours. I think I can deal
with that and deal thoroughly with
it."
Ross' resignation was the third
coaching change in the NFL this
season, but it's the first with a
team that is having a relatively
successful season.
The Lions are 5-4 and have a
chance to earn a playoff berth.
Two weeks ago, Arizona fired
Vince Tobin and replaced him with
Dave McGinnis. On Sept. 25, Bruce
Coslet resigned in Cincinnati and
was replaced by Dick LeBeau.
In his fourth year with the
Lions. Ross compiled a 27-30 regular-season record and an 0-2 mark

BOBBY ROSS
from playoff appearances in 1997
and last season. He replaced Wayne

Fontes, who was fired in December 1996.
The 63-year-old Ross submitted a letter of resignation to owner
William Clay Ford Sr.
"I am sorry, also, for not giving you the championship trophy
you so richly deserved. Your strong
support was my constant motivation throughout my time here," Ross
wrote.
Ford said Ross resigned on his
own.
"I think he felt that he just burned
himself out physically and mentally. that he didn't have any more
to give." Ford said. "I think he
made the right decision."
Moeller will not be much like
Ross. Moeller likes to smile and

throw the football. Ross didn't smile
much and preferred to run the
football.
"My personality is probably
going to be a little different than
his," Moeller said, referring to Ross.
"Like I just told the team, we will
be changing some things because
I am not the same guy."
One change will not be at quarterback, where Charlie Batch has
struggled this season. Moeller said
he will stick with Batch, who he
said needs to get his confidence
back.
The news of Ross' resignation
surprised the Lions.
"We've seen how frustrated he's
been, and we understand his feelings." receiver Herman Moore said.

